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TODAY:
Chance of
thunderstorms .
.....____ ___. High 60
SATURDAY: Rain.
High, upper 40s. Low,
lower 40s.
SUNDAY: Dry, colder.
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The Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
A recently
adopted policy
in Elizabeth
College of
locking all out.......,.__............... side doors 24
hours a day led some residents to complain that the
security measure is unnecessary and inconvenient.
Seepage

2

Public Safety
arrests student
•Drugs: Officials found several bags of
marijuana following a report of smoke.

OpEcl
Linda Miller.
director of academic computing and technology services,
writes that the
new technology fee for students has greatly improved
the quality of education at
Murray State University.
Seepage

5

Our \florid
Smokers and non-smokers
may lead very diffe rent lives,
but students on campus say
the co-existence is a peaceful one. For some, smoking
Is a relaxation method; for
others, it is a danger to
health. Both groups, however, feel the smoke-free campus policy is justified.
Seepage

6

CollegeLtle
Several organizations on campus which offer
a helping hand
by volunteering
_ __, often go unnoticed. learn who they are,
what it is that they do and
how you can get involved.
Seepage

9

Sports
University of
Oklahoma
Assistant
Denver
johnson has
been named
Murray State's new head
football coach. Johnson was
head coach at UT-Martin at
one time.
Seepage
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•
se1zure

And the survey says••.
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BY JAKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT

NEWS EDITOit

Search and
Seizure

A Clark CoJlege resident was arrested
Monday by Public Though some believe
Safety for possession of that
the
Fourth
13 bags of marijuana as, Amendment prevents
well as drug parapher- the searching of dorm
nalia and could be rooms and the seizing
handed a sentence of of property without
one-to five-years in probable cause and a
prison for drug traffick- warrant. this is not
ing.
necessarily the case.
Allen C. Hankins, The University resi·
freshman math major dence hall contract
from Dawson Springs, which students sign at
was arrested following the beginning of the
a report of marijuana semester allows for:
smoke coming from his
••• duly
room.
The officers arrived authorized perand could smell mari- sonnel to enter a
juana in the room and residence hall
asked Hankins to coop- room under reaerate.
sonable and
Hankins then surren- restrained condidered 13 bags of maritions for purposes
juana, a pipe, scales,
such
as to provide
rolling papers and a
maintenance;
to
rolling machine. Public
Safety also confiscated insure the personal health, safety
$89.
He was then taken to and security of
Calloway County Jail hall residents; or
and held with bond. He to enforce the
was released on $2,500 rules .when there
bail Tuesday.
is reasonable
"I think he was deal- cause to believe
ing," said Joe Green, that rules are
associate director of
bein1 violated!'
public safety.
Hankins was charged L----5-o-ur-ce_:_s_ta_ff-rese-a-rc__,h
with trafficking in marJonathan Oliver/EIC
ijuana within 1,000
yards of a school.
"This is not the biggest drug bust we've had,
but it is the biggest in the last five to six years,"
Green said.
The 13 bags of marijuana were sent to
Madisonville to be analyzed at the Kentucky
State Police Crime lab.
Regarding drug use and possession by students, the Murray State Student Handbook
states, "possession and/or use of controlled substances including, but not limited to, amphetamines, barbiturates, hallucinogens, narcotics,
marijuana, cocaine, anabolic steroids or other
intoxicants and drug paraphernalia is prohibited.
Providing or distributing illegal drugs to any
individual is prohibited."

"

Chns Weatherly/Staf1·

Phil Talley, senior from Madisonville, and Rodney veying o utside of the Martha Layne Collins
Murphy, junior from Murray, practice plane sur- Center for Industry and Technology.

Going down
Elevator problems plague University
-safety: Although several elevators on campus need attention, Dewey Yeatts, director of
facilities management, said
repairs take time and money.
BY BRIAN H ENSON
STAFF WantR

Almost everyone at Murray State
is aware of problems with the elevators on campus, especially those who
ride them frequently. However,
many may not be aware of the seriousness of these problems.
Yes, many of these elevators are
slow, but some of that can be attributed to the massive number of stu-
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32

Hart
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31
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dents who try to use them at once.
After all, there are approximately
more than 8,000 students. using a

very limited amount of elevators.
And yes, these elevators also have
a tendency to break down. Often
cited are those in the residential colleges. This could have to do with tl\e
fact that outside of one elevator in
Elizabeth College that was replaced
this year, the newest elevator in the
residential college complex is 26
years old, according to MSU Director
of Facilities Management, Dewey
Yeatts.
This trend of elevators breaking
down continually is more than a
mere inconvenience for many who
may have to walk as many as 10
flights of stairs to reach their class
Please see ELEVATORS/19

Retirement debate arises
Beginning in July 1996, newly hired faculty of any
-Government: A relatively new retirement plan
university
or public school in the state were given the
for faculty at public schools in the state has some
choice of the Kentucky Teachers Retirement System or
Murray State professors considering a lawsuit.
the Optimal Retirement Plan.
BY JAKE BURGESS
Eonot

AssiSTANT NEWS

A debate has developed regarding a recently implemented plan by the Kentucky General Assembly allowing newly hired faculty members to choose from two different types of retirement plans which are offered by the
state. One of the plans may offer substantially higher
earnings to the recipient than the other, some say.

The debate on campus regarding this issue began at
the Dec. 3, 1996, Faculty Senate meeting. The question
of unequal benefits was raised concerning the ORP and
theKTRS.
The Faculty Senate, in turn, asked the Governmental
Affairs Committee to look into problems with the plans.
Jim Rudolph, chair of the committee, assigned Charles
Please see RETIREMENT/19

Curris Center to host LBL hearings in March
"Obviously, the action this
week by TVA increases the
importance of these oversight
hearings," he said. "I've worked
hard to protect LBL, and I will
continue to do so.

'•Governm ent:
LBL's
future will most likely be
decided at the March 1
Congressional hearings.
Bv C.D.

BRADLEY

NEWS EDITOR

Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky.,
announced that congressional
hearings concerning the future
of Land Between the Lakes will
be held at the Curris Center
March 1 during a press conference at Kenlake State Resort
Park on Thursday.
The announcement came
after the surprise proposal
Tuesday by Tennessee Valley
Authority Chairman Craven
Crowell in which he suggested
ending all federal funding for
TVA. This plan would also

N

t
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

''Unfortunately, Chairman
Crowell's unilateral announcement, in some ways makes my
job more difficult; however, it is
not for TVA to decide whether
it will operate LBL or not. That
decision must be made by
Congress. That is why these
hearings are important."

Whitfield added, "As a
Congressman, it is my responinvolve TVA divesting itself of sibility to make sure all interLBL and other non-power ested parties can express their
related programs.
views on the federal governIn a press release, Whitfield ment's responsibility to LBL.
explained the growing signifi- Once we have held official LBL
Cance of the 'hearings.
hearings, the first in 30 years.'

we will be able to take the next
step in preserving this precious
resource for future generations.
The TVA may, or may not, have
a role."
Crowell's plan would privatize some TVA programs, while
transferring others to state or
local governments, or to other
federal agencies.
Currently, less than 2 percent of TVA's funding comes
from Congress. If approved,
this plan would cause the
biggest change in the agency's
funding since the electric program became private in 1957.
According to Crowell's plan,
TVA would stop receiving federal money by fiscal 1990 -·
less than two years away.

A transition team will be

Hearing Specifics
•The Subcom~ on Water
Resources and Environment will
hold a field hearing at the Currls
Cente~; beginning at I0 a.m.
•The Subcommittee Is chaired
by Congressman :Sherwood
Boehlert of New York and has
jurisdiction over the TVA.
•Anyone wishing to present oral
testimony should submit a written request to Convessman Ed
Whitfield's district office In
Hopkinsville.•

formed to fill in the details of
the plan by September.
TVA was created as part of
President
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt's "New Deal" program in the 1930s.
It is the country's largest
supplier of electricity.

New-s
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NewsBriej.~
Career Conference
to be held at MSU
Area High Schoo ls will
pay a visit to Murray State
University Jan. 27 while participating in the Region I
Career
Development
Conference. The University
will host studentS from 15
area high schools on its
campus. The conference,
spo nsored by the co llege of
business and public.. affairs,.
will begin at II a.m. with an',.
opening session in Lovett
Auditorium. The auditorium will also be the site for
an awards ceremony at 4:30
p.m. that day.
Each year, MSU is the site
of
the
Distributive
Education C lubs of America
(DECA) competition fo r
the region. Competitive
events include management
and
mar ket ing
tests,
demonstrations, job interviews and extempo raneous
speaking.
Fo r additional conference
informat ion, contact host
coordinator, Sam McNeely
at 762-6205.

NationB rif!f..~
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Reform faces uphill battle
•Education Reform: President
Kern Alexander highlights
Murray State's interest in education reform

President
Kern Alexande r:
MSU's president believes
Kentucky's community col·
lege system Is inefficient and
out of date
"That's a system no other
state has," he said. "It's poor
and it's not productive."

BY AMY PONDER
SENIOR STAFF W RITER

Gov. Paul Patton is dangling a carrot
out to Kentucky universities with the
potential of funding he says he will
request for higher education reform.
The enticing proposal, which would
· amount to about $100 million by the
budget year 2000, comes with strings
at tached . One major issue has become
Patton's threat that state universities
must put aside their "selfish interests"
and work together.
Murray State President Kern
Alexander says he sees no conflict with
regional universities. However, he has
highlighted several areas which concern MSU, many of them zeroing in on
the University of Kentucky and the
current community college system.
"My opinion of the community college
system in Kentuc~y has been no
secret," Alexander said, expressing his
finn belief that community colleges

should no longer be organized under
UK.
"That's a system no other state has,"
he said. "It's poor and it's not productive."
Alexander believes a system operated
independently of all state universities
under one board would be much more
beneficia).
"Community colleges should work
together to become more career oriented," he said.
He also believes a change in the system would enable colleges to respond
better to economic change.
Other issues of concern for Alexander
include a belief that there is a disproportionate allocation of higher education resources among state universities.
"The University of Kentucky gets
over 40 percent of the revenue," he said.

"There is two times as much money for
a student at UK than a student at
Murray State."
Another concern is the fact that
Kentucky is "light" on research doctoral
programs, and the percentage of students receiving doctoral degrees in
Kentucky is small in compare to the
rest of the population.
"The programs in Kentucky are not.
high quality pr ograms," Alexander
said. "We don't have quality or quanti·
ty."
He said the performance of t he faculty should determine who houses the
doctoral programs, and all state univer sities should be equally eligible.
Alexander also emphasized a need to
do away with preprogram approval by
the Council on Higher Education. He
feels the state should look at the
a pproach used in the Kentucky
Education Reform Act for direction.
KERA calls for accountability by sitebased management. This system would
enable the state universities to have
the freedom to create programs and
then be accountable for them. The CHE
would evaluate programs after they
were instituted rather than before they

ever get off the ground.
"Right now power is so centralized
that the University can't respond to .
changes quicklY.," Alexander said. "We
think it stifles innovation."
While Murray State !'teems prepared
to stake its claims in higher education
reform, it appears Patton's plans are
not quite so clear at this point. One
thing he knows for sure is that he will
not accept a plan which is nothing more
than "patch job."
Alexander agreed with this proposition.
"To pour a massive amount of money
into the existing system is not going to
be sufficient," he said. "We're pouring a
lot of money into one institution. That's
not very productive."
Patton projects that a plan may be
finished for special session of the
General Assembly in April or May.
Despite his indefinite plans, Alexander
said Murray State is supporting the •
Governor 100 percent.
"Seldom do we get a window of opportunity where a governor wants to
improve higher education," he said. "We
agree with and support Governor
Patton in his reform initiative."

Internet use may be
clogging phone lines

New Scouting
Museum director
named
Susan Hardin has been
appointed the new director
for the National Scouting
Museum located on the
campus of Murray State
University. Hardin, a graduate of MSU with a bachelor's degree In therapeutic
recreation, comes to the
University fo rm Bardstown.
Before beco ming a part of
t he scouting museum,
Hardin was the senior district executive with the Boy
Scouts of America, Lincoln
Heritage Co uncil. Her
duties in t hat position
included fund raising pack,
t roo p and post management the organization,
recruitment and trainin& of
vo lunteers and programming activities.
Hardin is poised to continue the programs available
at the museum as well as
pioneering new efforts. •
"I feel empowered to do a
lot of t hings," Hardin said.
"The museum needs to be
an integral part of the community...and the university.
We're all in a partnership
here and we're going to be
successful if we work
together."

The Murray State News

University added five incoming
and five outgoing lines in an
attempt to relieve the problem.
However, students continue to
have difficulty finding an open
line.
Jim DeBoer, telecommunica·
tions manager, said the ~ itua
BY jASON YATES
tion is not as bad as last semesSTAFF W RITER
ter, but acknowledged that the
system still needs improve~
It is 10:25 p.m. on a Tuesday ment.
night. The last penny in your
.:We have been watch ing the
declining balance has been con- statistics, and from 9 to 11
sumed by a late night transac- p.m. the phone lines seem to be
tion with Papa John's. You the most congested," DeBoer
need money fast and Mom said. "We still need more Jines."
always goes to bed at 10:30
Don Olson, chief information
p.m. and is hot in a giving mood officer, attributes much of the
if her sleep is interrupted.
problem to the increase of stuYou pick up the telephone dents surfing the Internet.
and quickly punch in the 53
"The major dilemma with
numbers that your ph one card Internet users is that they tend
requires to make a long dis- to stay on for long periods of
tance call. The response at the time which ties up the phone
other end of the line is a monot- lines," he said. "Regular teleonous busy signal. Another try phone calls tend to last much
leads to another failure.
shorter intervals of time."
At 10:45 p.m. you throw the
Olson
said
that
the
phone against the wall, mutter University is currently negotia few colorful words, and fall ating with Murray Cablevision
onto your bed frustrated and on a possible agreement which
broke.
would put 50 personal co~put
Many students living in the ers on the cable network and
residential colleges have expe· free the University's telephone
rienced similar scenarios dur- lines from Internet use.
ing the past few months. Mark
"We are looking to have a
Hatfield,
freshmen
from trial with the cable company
Elizabethtown, said trying to possibly as early as February,"
place a call tries his patience.
he said. "If all goes well, we
"Sometimes it takes forever could institute this system by
to make a phone call on or off next fall."
campus," he said.
Another problem is that some
During the fall semester, the students in the residential col-

•Campus Facilities:
Internet users are tying up
phone lines, frustrating
students attempting to use
residential college phone
lines to call off-campus.
Chris Weatherly/Staff

The parking tag on the left is real, the one on the right a counterfeit. Such tags are being used on campus.

Fake parking tags
.appear on campus
· •Parking: Counterfeit
tags causing a parking
problem.
BY JAKE BURGESS
AssiSTANT N EWS EDITOR

The lack of parking space on
on campus has apparently Jed
to some students taking matters into their own hands by
making fake parking permits.
One student has already
been caught using fake parking
tags and there may be others
using the illegal permits.
A student who wishes to
remain anonymous says he
knows of a friend who was
making counterfeit parking
tags by scanning his permit on
a computer and making different color tags so he could park

anywhere on campus.
..If he was running late for
class he would find a empty
parking spot and pull out a
blue, brown (parking permit) or
whatever it took," he said.
If caught. anyone with a fake
per mit could face serious consequences.
"You will lose their parking
privileges for the rest of the
school year, if you are caught
with a fake parking tag," said
Joe Green, associate director of
Public Safety.
In addition to losing their
parking rights, violators will be
fined $40.
The fake parking tags are
made differently from the official permits and Green says
public safety officers can tell
the difference.

"The major
dilemma with
Internet users is
that they tend to
stay on for long
periods of time
which ties up the
phone lines."
-DON OLSON,
C HIEP INFORMATION OmCER

leges have accidentally eavesdropped on other students'
phone conversations which can
occasionally be heard during
the course of their calls.
"I will be talking on the
phone and all of a sudden I will
hear someone dialing a number
and then I hear their conversation." said Mary Ellen Prince,
freshman from Lake Wales,
Fla.
Olson said that his office was
not aware of s uch a problem,
however he sajd he plans to
check into the matter.
While the University continues to look into ways to solve
the telephone problem, Jared
Baker,
sophomore
from
Mayfield, has his own idea to
correct the situation.
"Murray State needs to quit
spending money on athletics
and start spending money on
items the entire student body
can use such as more phone
lines," he said.

Compiled by Katie Thomas.

Clinton inaugurated
William jefferson Clinton
began his second term as
Preside nt of the United
State Monday as he was
sworn in at the nation's 53rd
Presidential Inauguration.
Clinto n
President
promised to lead the nation
into the 21 st century with a
government that "does
more with less" and urged
W ashington to end "petty
bickering and extreme partisanship."
Clinto n will be the first
president of the 21st century and t he approach of the
new millennium was very
much on Clinton's mind.
Clinton's vision of his second term was one of practically.

Compiled by Joson Yates, staff
writer.

Elizabeth revokes rule change
•Residential Colleges: Student
complaints cause Elizabeth Hall
24-hour lockdown rule to be
changed.
Bv

C.O.

BRADLEY

NEWS EDITOR

As a result of student outcry,
ch anges have been made at Elizabeth
College.
A plan approved at a pre-Christmas
Hall Council meeting kept all doors at
Elizabeth College locked 24 hours a
day, accessible only with a resident's
Racer Card. Students complained at
last week's meeting, and were told to
come to this week 's meeting with
alternative proposals.
They brought the proposals, and by
the end of the meeting students had
gained a little of what they wanted.
The south doors will be unlocked
from 8 a .m. to 6 p .m ., with all others
remaining locked.
"I think they were happy with this
because it meets our safety conc~rns

and their needs, too," Elizabeth
College President Christy Sivia said.
Sivia explained that the locking of
the doors had begun on the first day of
classes this semester.
"The main goal of the hall director
and the council is to provide safety for
the residents," Sivia said ...We decided
to try it for safety reasons."
Sivia said the hall director and
council were seemingly unwilling to
make a change at last week's meeting
because the rule was so new.
"Everything we do, we have to send
in a proposal to Housing," she said.
"After we had sat down and worked on
all these proposals, we didn't want to
ch ange it just because some people
complained after the fact."
Students who complained were told
to participate in this week's meeting.
"We told them to do that as a way to
get them involved," s he said.
Before the meeting, students
seemed most upset not by the rule, but
by the way they had been seemingly
igno~ed

"(Hall Council is)
wanting to represent
their own ideas and
not the hall as a
whole. "
-TORI SQUIRES.
EI.IZABETii COLLEGE RESIDENT

"We tried to discuss the problem at
t he meeting last week, but it turned
into a figh t," said Christy Wilson,
sophomore from Eldorado, Ill. "We
never got a ch ance to vote. We asked
at the meeting if we could vote again,
b ut th e hall director said we were too
late. Th ey were totally inflexible."
"The signs for last week's meeting
said to come and we'll discuss it," said
Tori Squires, a sophomore from
Parma, Mo. "H owever, Hall Council
did not seem to open minded about the
idea. T hey just shot u s down. They're
wanting to represent their own ideas
and not the h all as a whole."

Show sponsors
talent contest
STAFF REPO RT

Calling all performers . ..A Prairie
Home Companion ," a variety show
broadcast on
WKMS, 91.3
Saturday evenings from 5 to 7 p.m.,
will be sponsoring the third annual
"Talent From Towns Under 2,000"
talent contest.
Finalists will perform in a live
broadcast on March 16 in Muncie,
Ind., at Ball State University campus. The contes t winner will be
chosen by vote of a live audience
and will receive a silver water
tower trophy.
Interested individuals should
send a three-minute audio cassette
sample, photos, and a short
description of the act to: A Prairie
Home Companion, attn:T-TUTT,
45 East Seventh St., St. Paul,
Minn., 55101-2274. Contestants
mus t live in towns with less than
2,000 people.

New-s
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Colleges possibly at
risk in case of fire
•Safety: Because of the der truck was ever needed to
landscaping between Hart assist in the rescue of trapped
residents on the upper floors
Hall and Winslow Dining of
Hart or Elizabeth College.
Hall, fire department ladDewey Yeatts, director of
der trucks cannot get Facilities
Managemente
whose department is responaccess in the area.
BY BEN KELLAMS
REPORTER

Are all of MSU's residential
colleges safe against the
threat of fire when it arises?
According to the Murray Fire
Department, the answer is no.
Fireman Dicky Wall indicate that as a result of the
removal of the street between
Winslow Dining Hall and
Hart College during the summer of 1995, the large, ladderequipped fire truck bought for
the city by the University a
few years ago does not have
adequate maneuvering space
if needed to extinguish a large
scale fire in Elizabeth College,
Hart College, or Winslow
Dining Hall.
The absence of the street for
use as a ftre lane also presents potential problems for
the fire department if the lad-

ates and a much safer environment,n Yeatts said
The plan was to extend the
main walkway that runs in
front of the Currie Center,
Carr Health building, and
several other structures along
sible for the removal of the the middle of the campus to
street, said that even though the north end of Winslow
he was not holding the office Dining Hall. This area is now
at the time of the removal, his composed of two sidewalks
department met with the fire with a grassy area in the midchief, who determined that dle.
This, he claims, improves
the removal was not a problem and approved the present aesthetics and creates a safer
design.
environment for pedestrian
Yeatts says the fire depart- traffic in the area where the
ment has access to Hart street was.
College by way of the street on
However, Wall says the
the north side of the building improvements get in the way
as well as access to Elizabeth of rescue vehicles and fire
College when special remov- equipment. He also says the
able parking bollards are new sidewalks are not thick
taken out for fire truck ser- enough to allow the extremely
vice. However, he believes one heavy ladder truck to get close
problem the fire departinent enough to the endangered resmight have is presence of idential colleges if the ladder
vehic}es parked in the streets were needed.
and fire lanes that are still
Yeatts says students should
there. He encourages people not worry. There hasn't been
not to park in these areas for a major need for fire assistheir own safety.
tance since the street was
Safety is cited as the reason removed, and hopes there
for the street's removal ere- won't be.

3·

Police Beat
january 16
8:0 I a.m. A student fell on ice near Wilson Hall. She
Injured her ankle and was transported back to Hart
Hall.
2:5 I p.m. A fire alarm went off In the Fine Arts
Building. Welding on the elevators set the alarm off.
I0:-49 p.m. A water pipe burst in Fine Arts Building
on a computer. Central Plant worked on the problem.

January 17
7:09 p.m. Belinda K. Tyra, from Murray, Ky. was
cited for no tail lights, improper registration plate,
no Insurance and not having drivers license when
driving. she is to appear in court on February 5.
9: I 0 p.m. Noise complaint was reported in the 500
block of College Courts

.•·"
.
3:37 p.m. Citation issued to jared W. Lencki, Murray

January 21

'"

1

january 18

for reckless driving.
9: 12 p.m. Female student reported being attacked in ;
the Special Education parking lot. The attacker is
known to the victim. She was grabbed by the wrist •. ·
and shoved against her vehicle. She had no physical
contact.

12:-49 p.m. A fire alarm was set off in Hester
College. No fire was reported.

january 22

January 19
12:-40 a.m. Erin McClees reported items stolen from
his room in Springer College. a gold necklace, ruby
cross on herringbone chain and blue topez on rope
chain worth $500 was missing.
I 0:-45 p.m. A fire alarm was set off in Carr Health
no fire was found. Pull station by women's weight
room pulled.

january 20
!2:25 a.m. Ambulance was dispatched to Hart
College for a female student having a sugar attack.
She refused transportation.
8:32 a.m. A construction worker fell off the Regional
Special Events Center. He was transported to the
hospital.
I I:-47 a.m. Hester College student reported that he

(T·Room)

•

ll

r.wl A Pullioc Serv~ ~ the USDA Forest Seov~
~ oncl_, Stille r.,...•t•r

could not leave his room because it was jammed.
Someone had super glued his door .
5:50 p.m. Clark College called public safety to report
possible use of marijuana in one of the rooms. Allen
C. Hankins was arrested and charged with trafficking marijuana within a 1.000 yards of a school build-·· •
ing, possession of drug paraphernalia. Public Safety •
confiscated 13 bags of marijuana, pipe, scales, rolling
paper a rollint machine and $89. He Lodged in the
Calloway County Detention Center.
.:i

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES

-t

12:04 p.m. A child pulled the fire alarm in the Special
Education Building.
6:39 p.m. Fire drill at Clark College.
7:37 p.m. Bottles rockets were fired from Hart
College.
8: 17 p.m. Are drill at Springer College.
9:00 p.m. Fire drill at Hart College.
9:15p.m. Fire drill atWhite College.
II :48 p.m. Traffic stop resulted in three non student
arrests: Barbara Like, Murray. charged with a D.UI.
james Like, Murray, charged with alcohol intoxica:.
tion and James T. Kemmerzell, Murray•charges with
alcohol intoxication, possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia. All three were
lodged in Calloway County Detention Center.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled
by joke Burgess, assistant news editor, (rom materials
available to the Public Safety office.
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Campus safety statistics need accuracy

Q •What is your

In the past four years. there have
been four rapes on campus. Three people have been charged with public
intoxication in that same time. Those Issue:
are the current statistics from the The availability of information to
Murray State University Public Safety the public concerning campus crime
Department.
Position:
It sounds like we live on an ideal
Universities sometimes withhold
campus with no crime. no drugs, and
to improve their public
information
no real danger. That is how it must
sound to attract more students. Would perception.
parents send their children to a campus where crime runs rampant and she attended had a very low crime
their children could be raped or killed? rate. On paper it looked like a picture
Security on campus is an organiza- perfect school with no crime and no
tion formed by the parents of a young violence. Her parents found that she
woman who was raped and murdered was not the first girl to be raped on
on her college campus. The university campus. The organization has cam-

responsibility when friends
•
want to drink and drive?
Name: Dwayne
Oxley
Major: CIS
Year : Sophomore
Hometown:
Belize
ul'd take away
his keys and
fi nd someone sober to drive
him home. Drunk drive rs are a
danger to all of us."
Name: Michelle
Dixon
Major: O cc. Safety and Health
Year: Grad
Student
Hometown:
Cadiz.
.,Always have a DO. My brother
was killed by drinking and dri·
ving."

Name: Jeremy
Fo rd
Major: Radio/TV
Year: Junior
Hometown:
St. Louis
"I would drive
them home and
walk to my house if
necessary."

Our Vieu }

paigned to make realistic crime statistics available to the public, and to discourage university cover-ups to protect the university's reputation.
Can you believe that in 1993, the
University of Kentucky had only two
reported sexual assaults and five robberies? That is what the statistics
from The Chronicle on Higher Education indicate.
Schools have a right to keep student
records from public view through the
Family Education Privacy Act.
Until 1995, it only shielded the students academic records.
Now it guardS the students accused
of criminal acts, also.
Students have a right to be informed

of potential dangers on campus. We
need to be aware that, even thougli
our college is generally a safe place to
live, we are not immune to crime.
Finally, although our University
does publish campus criminal activity
statistics 1 there is no prescribed penalty for failing to report these numbers
accurately.
State schools can be threatened' by
withholding federal funds, but enforcing these penalties does not seem to be
a priority.
Students and communities must
demand accurate information from
educational institutions. Ignorance
can be very dangerous.

Residents deserve to
be· treated like adults
Our VieuJ
Students and Elizabeth Co llege Council disagree on new
rules concerning 24-hour lockdown.

Position:

Name: David
Kennedy
Major: Exercise
Science
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Crofton. KY
" Make sure
they have a safe way home.
They should not be left a lone
because they could get hurt."
Seth Dixon/Staff

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
Jonathan Oliver
Editor-in-Chief
Mandy Wolf
Associate Editor
C.D. Bradley
News Editor
Jennifer Sacharnoskl
VIewpoint Editor
Sarah Wight
College Life Editor
Eddie Grant
Sports Editor
Danny Vowell
VIsual Editor
Jennifer DeMarsh
Advertising Manager
Bruce Rudd
On-Une Editor
The Murray State News is prepared
and edited by students under the advisership of Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed
are those of the editors and other signed
writers. These opinions do not necessari·
ty represent the view of journalism faculty
' or the University. Th1s IS an official publi·
cation of Murray State University

Elizabeth College Council took it upon itself to
play Mom. Before the holiday break, the Council
decided to keep all doors locked 24 hours a day.
beginning in the Spring semester.
Fortunately, the residents refused to let their
opinions be shut out.
Late Wednesday night, after previous attempts
to change the councils ruling proved unsuccessful,
the students were heard and changes were made.
In the new plan the south doors will be unlocked
between 8a.m. and 6 p.m. 1 while all other doors
will remained locked at all times.
The doors were locked initially due to safety rea·
sons. This was not the major concern of the students. The upsetting part was how the decisions
were made and the councirs lack of consideration
for the residents.
How much power does the council have?
In the residential college system, students
should, ideally, have a democratic system. In this
case, the only students who voted on the new rule
were the council members. The council claims t he
primary voting was open to all residents. However,
students say that if it was open it was poorly
advertised.
The fact is the students didn't like the new system and were denied chance to vote. The council
asked that the residents give suggestions to them
to be considered.
It should be a fair vote, where the majority wins.

Your ~7ieu;s
Football team
upset with News

Everyone equal in
God's eyes

To the editor:

To the editor:

I am writing in response to
Last week's column stating
that Houston Nutt will be the letter written about
taking his success with him homosexuality being a sin
to Boise State is not only pes- against God. First off, I would
simistic, but absurd. It is true like to say that I think most
that our former coach is a people, especially homosexurare commodity, but so are als, are well aware of what is
the men who play for Murray written in the Bible on this
State. Coach Nutt did not particular subject. If, for
throw one pass, make one some reason, they have not
block or even make one tack- read it themselves, rm sure
.someone, if not many people,
le. Coaches do not win chamhave tried to "let them know."
pionships. players do!
Sorry if I do not appreciate
It is disturbing that we are
always willing to drop every- the concern myself. I just
thing for your interviews and don't usually go around pointthis is our thanks. We count ing fingers making people feel
on you to help us get more bad, especially when what
fans, not drive them away by someone is doing is not hurting anyone.
predicting a losing season.
To me, the Bible was writMany people have made
ten
and interpreted by man.
sacrifices for this team and
lt
contradicts
itself many
you give all the credit to one
times;
much
of
it cannot be
man! Coach Nutt got us ready
It
is not that I
taken
literally.
for battle but our seniors led
am
a
disbeliever,
I just think
us on to victory, just as the
the
basic
idea
is
to
believe in
seniors of 1997 wilJ.
God and be a good person to
our earth and each other and
Senior football p layers
to live our lives lovingly and

MANqv
WOLF

ASSOCIATE
EDITOR

Team
loses
News'
•
mean1ng

Issue:

While student's safety should be a concern, they should
be treated like adults.

Name: Justin
Adams
Major: Oral
Communications
. Year: Junior
Hometown:
Hopkinsville
" Ask them to
think of the consequences of
killing someone, and I would
drive them somewhere."

My
View

fully. I think it is perfectly
OK for others to believe differently as long as they are
not criticizing other for not
doing the same.
There are too many different religious beliefs in the
world, there is no way we can
be sure whose is correct or if
any of us are. Maybe in a way
we all are.
Being homosexual has its
price in today's society. I feel
privileged to be gay because,
through my struggle of self
identification, I have become
a broad-minded, compassion·
ate person. I love myself and
feel I have the right to love
whomever makes me happy. 1
have no intention of doing
anything but that, so maybe
you should find something to
preach about that won't be a
waste of your time.

Megan L. Madura
Springfield, Ill.

Quit preaching
To the editor:
I am tired of zealous Christians preaching to everybody
that everyone is sinning

against God.
Last week, Zelia Henderson
complained about homosexuality. She said that being gay
is wrong. But of course, like
most Bible thumpers, she is
wrong.
There is nothing wrong
with being gay! Since God
does not create sin, it is perfectly okay to be attracted to
the same sex. People are born
bisexual, too, or heterosexual.
So, Zelia, leave gay people
alone, and quit throwing uRe·
less, senseless Bible quotations at everybody. Use your
own words when you have
something to ~ay.
Mark Hagan
Owensboro

The Murray State News welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters must be signed and
include addresses and
phone numbers, for verification. Please include hometown, classification, title or
relation to The University.
The News reserves the right
to edit for style and length.

T.he Murray State football
team is a talented lot.
Ycars ago, when I first discovered this entity known as
Murray State University, I
heard oohs and aahs and
received approving nods from
relatives who knew of the football team's rising stardom in
the state.
True, the success of the team
was, in part, the product of a
man named Houston Nutt.
The University, of course,
wished Nutt luck as he moved
on to greener pastures in
Idaho. It was time. It was
expected. And surely, he will
be just as bright there as here.
But Nutt is gone now, soon to
be a faded memory in many
students' minds, and the team
is still here.
The football team recently
responded to a News editorial
in last week's paper.
"Houston Nutt has gone, and
he has probably taken his success with him." we wrote, and
it's true. Success usually follows talent.
It doesn't mean. however,
that the team will not be able
to succeed with its new coach.
It is important for students
to remember the talent of the
team itself.
Without the raw, physical
strength, mental concentration
and dedication of the team's
members, the successes would
not have been achieved at such
a rapid rate.
Just as when Nutt first came
to Murray, the first few years
may be rough. Change always
is- even when necessary.
Recruitment could be difficult without the known successes ofNutt's coaching. However, it's difficult to forget the
winning touchdowns of games,
the newspaper articles across
the state proclaiming Murray
State a top division 1-AA team
and the grateful smiles of students happy to be a part of
such a team.
The News stands behind its
position that the team has a
new challenge, but like most
students, we have the utmost
respect and dedication for the
Racers.
If anything, it will be interesting to sec how the upcoming
crucial season will go.
After all, we still have two
OVC championships fre sh in
our minds.

OPED
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-S GA ready to face needs of
changing campus community
In the short amount of time
between August and December, the
student government found itself
addressing several issues that have
ultimately impacted the experience
of every student at MSU.
These issues have included parking, fee increases, campus safety,
food service, funding battles with the
state capital, residential college
transition. The list at times seems
inexhaustible.
Indeed, it has been a busy year.
Fortunately, however, through the
combined efforts of many dedicated
students, both from within and outside the student government, we
have risen to the many challenges,
building a foundation to insure continued representation of the student
body.
In keeping with this, it has been
the shared goal of SGA throughout
the semester to not only insure the
quality of student life on campus,
but to continuously enrich and
enhance it as well.
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In My
Opi11ion
D EREK
SoMERVILLE

Joining in this effort have been
many students whom are not members of the student government. As
the spring semester unfolds, I hope
this trend continues.
As a student body, we have already
accomplished a great deal. We still
have much ahead of us however.
As well as unforeseen obstacles, we
will need to continue addressing
parking concerns, to work toward a
safer campus, to promote student
representation and fight fee increases.
As the RSEC nears completion it

wi11 be paramount that student seating and exercise facilities are sought
after by the student body. As our population has been steadily increasing,
so has the need for both renovated
and new residential colleges.
As MSU continues to be recognized
as the leading state university in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, we will
need to work toward continued
advancement of this reputation.
And finally, we must continue to
remember that our strength as a student body rests with our ability to
work together. We must respectfully
hold Murray State University to the
highest standards of higher education, and insure that never far from
the minds of staff and faculty rests
the belief that this institution exists
for none other than the students who,
pass through its classrooms. We will
all benefit from this.

Derek J. Somerville is president ofthe
Student Government Association.

Smokers want their rights
When I was six I would go around
the house snapping my parents cigarettes. In health class I learned it
would kill them.
At age 13, I stole a cigarette from
my Mom to share with three of my
friends. We all got sick. Not a very
promising star t for a pack-a-day
puffer.
It is difficult to be a smoker now.
We a re a minority.
If I think I may need a new pack,
my ID is a must. This is only a problem when I have one cigarette left,
three minutes until class, and a driver's license in the pocket of the jeans
I wore two days ago.
! •
Aft.er I go through all tha t trouble
j ust to get a pack, I find "no smoking"
-signs EVERYWHERE! Sure, nonsmokers do not want to fill their
lungs with poisonous carbon monox-

In My
OpinioJl
jENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

ide, but there are even stadiums and
restaurants that have banned smoking.
Why is it that the non-smokers
always want to smoke when they
party? The same people who make
those fake coughing sounds every
time I light up, or the ones who quip,
"You're smoking another one," are
the same people who single me out at
parties to bum about half a pack all

the while yelling at me to exhale the
other way because the smoke is getting in their eyes.
I smoke and I know the dangers of
smoking. When people inform me
that smoking causes cancer and that
fiberglass crystals are forming in my
lungs, they are not helping. Maybe
they really care about my health, but
some guy off the street has no business saying, "Those things will kill
you."
Some smokers have resorted to
lying just to save face. I know I have
said I am trying to quit; even though
I have no intention of giving up my
habit quite yet.
·

Jennifer
Sacharnoski
is the
Viewpoint Editor at the Murray State
News.

Dr. King's birthday inspir.e s us to "take action'
Monday we observed the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. holiday.
Various activities were going on
around the country to celebrate
the birth an legacy of,this great
American. At our campus, sessions were provided along with a
candlelight march.
There was a good turn out, but
of course it could have been better. However, I am not one to
judge the success of a program
by the number of people who
participate. The programs were
successful
because
people
turned out with an open mind

In My
·OfJinion
Renee
Rowland

and a desire to want to make a
difference. Dr. Chekita Hall and
Mr. Brian Clardy were extremely motivating and challenged
the audience to be responsible
and take action.

Dr. King was a man of action
as Hall pointed out. We should
also be about action when it
comes to this holiday. I do not
view the holiday as a day off to
catch up on neglected house:
chores. For me, it is a day of
reflection and of hope. It is a day
for translating our good intentions into meaningful actions.
Before I left to attend the celebration, I watched part of the
inauguration address. President
Clinton commented on how the
country could not go into the
21st century with the baggage

that we have. This is so true. It alike, timid and fearful in the
was such an appropriate com- face of new ideas and bold proment on such a "take action" hol- jects. Rather it will belong to
iday.
those who can blend vision, reaWe must remember that this son and courage in a personal
holiday is for all Americans, not commitment to the ideals and
just African-American. It is a great enterprises of-American
time for us to help someone else. society."
I am not one to write or speak
Celebrating the holiday is not
just attending the various activ- eloquently. Therefore, to sum up
ities, but committing to service. my feelings, I would like to use a
Robert Kennedy stated that: quotation from George Bernard
"The future does not belong to Shaw, who said, "I am of the
those who are content with opinion that my life belongs to
today, apathetic toward common the whole community, and aa
problems and their fellow man long as I live it, it is my privilege

to do for it whatever I can. I
want to be thoroughly used up
when I die. For, the harder I
work, the more I live. I rejoice in
life for its own sake. Life is no
brief candle to me. It's sort of a
splendid torch which I've got to
hold up for the moment and I
want to make it burn as brightly
as possible before handing it on
to future generations."

Renee M. Rowland is the
Director of African-American
Student
Services / Ethnic
Programs.

Students need to utilize University technology
Everyone associated with
education has heard or repeatMy
ed the prediction that technolOpinion
ogy is going to fundamentally
change the way we go about
~
· ... ~
our business. Nothing new
LINDA
-~there, we've heard that for
MILLER
years and still classes have
been taught pretty much the
same way, using pretty much
the same techniques as they
have for years.
the futuret they are with us
However, developme nts of today. The challenge faced by
the past few years - falling universities is that these
prices of processors, advances advances have happened so
in telecommunications, and rapidly that students, faculty
powerful, easy to use programs and staff are not always aware
- are finally beginning to of what potential exists, much
deliver on the promises we less how to exploit it. The chalhave all heard for so long. lenge of harnessing that potenTechnology is poised to funda- tial, demonstrating the advanmentally transform education tage that it holds, and supportat a level not seen since Lhe ing people in using it is a
invention of the printing press. major undertaking.
Last semester, Murray State
These advances are not off in

~
...·•.·.·.·.· J

In

joined most of th e other universities
in
the
Commonwealth in imposing a
student technology fee. Many
students may not be aware of
how this fee is being used to
improve education at the
University, and may not be
aware of the new opportunities
that exist for Murray State
students. We would like to
take this opportunity to introduce students to some of the
new and expanded resources
that this fee has helped to support.
• New
Unit
The
University has created a new
department
Academic
Computing and Technology
Services (ACTS). ACTS was
created by combining and reorganizing several existing campus entities. The role of ACTS
is to support the instructional

use of technology on campus
and to identify ways to support
increased student access to
campus and Internet computers.
_
•New
Computers
Twenty six new computers
have been purchased for campus open-access labs. These
mach ines will be installed in
campus- networked labs to
increase student access to the
World Wide Web, e-mail and
standar d productivity programs such as Micr osoft
Office. Networking the campus Jabs to provide expanded
access to information is a high
priority.

•Stude nt Training - Free
student technology training
sessions have been developed
and delivered, more are scheduled for spring. Faculty have

been advised that customized
student training sessions may
be scheduled on a variety of
topics (see below for student
technology training for the
spring semester).
• New Te rmin a ls - Ten
new terminals were purchased
for the Curris Center terminal
lab. These terminals are used
by students for e-mail,
research and programming.
The
addition
of these
machines has relieved the
pressure on the existing equipment and has eliminated the
wait at the terminal labs.
Furniture for the terminals
was provided by the Curris
Center.
•Web page s upport Students can create and publish their own individual web
pages using licensed software
purchased by the University

and distributed at no charge to
students. Free training will be
held this semester for students
wishing to learn how to build
and publish their own Web
pages.
•Help Desk- A comprehensive Help Desk has been established
by
Computer
Operations. This has required
reorganizing existing staff to
manage this new service,
acquiring the software necessary to run it; and identifying
programming personnel to
customized it. The new software permits tracking and
managing problems, resulting
in increased service to campus
computer users. The Help
Desk number is 2346.

Linda G. Miller is the Director
of Academic Computing and
Technology Seruices.
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Differences exist on all campuses; however, one small but important difference comes to light
when smokers and non-smokers
are forced to live, work and learn
together.
~ Here on Murray State's smokefree campus, huddled masses of
< smokers stand outside of buildings between classes, catching a
quick smoke. Is this fair ? Both - - sm okers and non-smokers say,
'yes."

____

_,

~~·Tr"H't'P

Female Celebrity
Smoking List
Kristen Alfonso
Kristie Alley
Pamela Anderson
Julie Andrews
Jennifer Aniston
Chrtstina Applegate
Lucille Ball
Drew B~rrymore
Kim Basinger
Angela Bassett
Candice Bergen
Christie Brinkley
Delta Burke
Mariah Carey
Prmcass Caroline
lla Carrere
Oher
Sheryl Crow
Jamie Lee Curtis
Ellen DeGeneres
Morgan Fairchild
Mia Farrow
F~rrah Fawcett
Carrfe Fisher
Jodie Foster
Greta Garbo
Janeane Garofalo
Whoopl Goldberg
Tonya Harding
Goldie Hawn
Rita Hayworth

Katherine Hepburn
Whitney Houston
Grace Kelly
Nicole Kidman
Heather Looldear
Ella Macpherson
Madonna
Jenny McCarthy
Manlyn Monroe
Demi Moore
Julia Ormond
Me9 Ryan
Winona Ryder
Alicia Silverstone
Sharon Stone

Source• www.cs.brown.edu.
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager
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The percentage of smoking adults of the surrounding states in 1995:

Non-Cigarette Movies
This list contains movies that have at
one scene of a woman smoking a
cigar, a pipe, or chewing (regardless the quality of the scene):
Creepshow
JF.t.---,.~-The Naked Gun
Smr TmkW

01

~~~~~~~~~~

Cigarette Movies
Annotated smoking m
Airplane
The Blues
Fatal
Flash dance

of ladies smoking:
and Louise

25.2

24.3
23.1

Source: www.cs.brown.edu.
Jon Lowry/ Graphics Manager

J on Lowry/Graphics Manager

.Smokers, non-smokers co-exist on campus
BV MANDY W OLF
AsSOCIATE EDITOR

from Murray, has never
smoked before and believes
the smoke-free buildings protect the health of non-smokers.
"If it is going to be a risk for
people who choose not to take
that risk, then they shouldn't
be allowed to smoke in buildings," she said.
Schmidt said she has never
felt tempted to smoke because
she is asthmatic and wishes
to protect her health.
"It seems to me that smokers think they should be
allowed to smoke anywhere,
anytime," she said. "Secondhand smoke is more dangerous that smoking itself. I
don't want to get cancer from
someone else's smoke."
The Center for Disease
Control estimated that in
1992 there were approximately 48 million adult smokers in
the United States, and smoking was highest among adults
ages 25 to 44.

He's cool.
He wears a worn leather
jacket and a sleek pair of
s hades. He Jeans casually,
almost defiantly, against his
car and grins at the camera. A
sleek cigarette dangles nonchalantly from his lips.
He's Joe Camel, whose very
name is meant by his sponsors to mean coolness, excitement and glamour.
But for millions of adults in
the United States, smoking is
simply a way of life. It is a
way to handle stress, relax or
is an addiction some find difficult to ignore.
All buildings on University
property are smoke-free. It is
not uncommon to find clusters of smokers huddled
beside building doorways,
seeking shelter from the
recent bitter cold.
Is this fair to those smokers
on campus, or merely a way to
keep second-hand smoke from Smoke-free
damaging
non-smokers?
Aimee Lashlee, junior from
Students on campus are Erin, Tenn. , began smoking
divided over the issue of when she was 16 because her
smoking.
friends were smoking.
Malia Schmidt, sophomore
In September, Lashlee quit

"I just respect
other people and
if they don't
want me to
smoke around
them, I won't."
-,JENNY STACKS, FREsHMAN

smoking "to be healthier."
"I've got more endurance
now," she said. "I have more
energy. I feel better."
Quitting hasn't been an
easy task, however. Lashlee
said she still feels compelled
to smoke, especially when she
is under stress.
"Finals week last semester
was awful," she said.

Quitter
Quinton Sandefur, freshman from Beach Grove,
began smoking a year ago due
to peer pressure, but since his
roommate doesn't smoke, he
smokes outside of his residential college building.
He quit smoking Monday,
cold turkey.
"I just got finished writing a

paper about the effects of Stacks said. "Most people
smoking, and I know how bad don't inhale them, but I do. I
it is for me," he said. "It'll be just like them."
rough for t wo to three
Stacks said she is courteous
months."
to her non-smoking friends
Sandefur said he has expe- a nd doesn't mind having to
rienced no health problems, smoke outside of University
but decided to quit anyway.
buildings.
"I j ust respect other people
Stogies
and if they don't want me to
One growing trend among smoke around them, I won't,"
smokers is cigars, which come she said.
in different flavors, sizes and
Stacks has considered quitbrands.
ting, but said it is just too difThe price of cigars range ficult. She has changed cigafrom about 42 cents to $4 for a rette types to one with a lower
box of about two to six. A box amount of nicotine.
of 50 can run from $9 to $13
The recent cold weather
and higher.
hasn't affected her long-tenn
Some designer cigars can
health, but she said it took
run hund reds of dollars a
her longer to lose a recent
piece.
cold.
Jenny Stacks, freshman
According to the Center for
from Horner sville, Mo. , usuDisease
Control, Kentucky is
a lly smokes cigarettes but
the
leading
state in tenns of
sometimes enjoys a cigar,
adults
who
smoke, at 27.8
which is increasingly more
percent
of
the
state populacommon
among
female
Utah
has
the smallest
tion.
celebrities.
percentage
of
smokers,
with
Women who have been
percent.
13.2
know to light an occasional
stogie include
actresses
Smokers at Murray State
Shar on Stone and Demi
who wish to quit can be counMoore and singer-actress
seled at Student Health
Madonna.
Services, located in Wells
"They
taste different,"
Hall.

Ne-ws
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641 South to widen
-Transportation: A plan
to widen Highway 641 to
four lanes from Paris to
Interstate 24 has been
approved to begin.
Bv JASON YATES
STAff Wama

Murray State students in the
Paris, Tenn vicinity might
have a safer and quicker drive
to campus in the future as the
Department of Transportation
has preliminary plans to construct a four-lane highway
from Paris north to Interstate
24.
In mid-1996 the transportation committee of Paris-Henry
County Chamber of Commerce
met
with
Tennessee
Transportation Department
Commissioner Bruce Saltsman
to discuss the long-range goals
for additional and improved
highways in Henry County.
The committee informed
Saltsman of a Kentucky
Department of Transportation
plan that called for the fwidening of of Highway 641 from

Murray south to the state-line,
with a by-pass at Hazel.
After hearing the report,
Saltsman reportedly contacted
the Kentucky DOT to coordinate plans.
In mid-December aerial pho·
tographs were made by the
Tennessee DOT in the first
stages of planning for the pro·
ject.
Jim Hayes, the chamber's
transportation
committee
chainnan, said the project call
for a divided four-lane highway. with a bypass around
Puryear. Hayes said the start
of actual construction is at
least five years away and it
could be 2010 before the highway is a reality.
Students from Paris believe
that the four-lane highway is a
that is long overdue.
"I have driven Highway 641
for five years and I still do not
feel safe on that dangerous
road," said Kim Searcy, a
senior from Paris. "Four-lanes
will definitely make th~ trip
m uch safer."
Diane Duke, a senior from

Paris, agrees with Searcy's
estimation.
"Traffic along Highway 641
is always terribly congested
and dangerous," she said.
The addition of a four-lane
highway between Paris and
Murray could attract more residents of the Paris area to
Murray State.
"Distance wa~ A major factor
in why I chose Murray State,
and if travel time was cut.
because of the highway more
people might follow in my
tracks," Searcy said.
Paris residents would not be
the only students the four-lane
highway would have a positive
effect on. Josh Richnrdson, a.
freshmen from Muhlenberg
county , he is also intrigued by
the project.
"It would be good for commuters because it would make
their trips safer," he said. '"It
is also a common known fact
that Paris is closest place to
purchase liquor in the area,
and it wouJd be nice for that
trip to be less time-consum·
ing."
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Many sign up for e-mail
University has also made an effort to make logging on to the system easier. One of these steps
is to provide trained workers in each of the labs
to help users. Another measure taken to help
students become acquainted with Murray
BY BRIAN HENSON
State's
e-mail system is literature about the
STAFF WanER
system that helps answer computer-related
As time and technology have progressed, so questions.
"People don't understand that you can send ehas the need for better, faster forms of commumail
anywhere in the world and it's free,"
nication. The advent of electronic mail has
Miller
said. "All one has to do to get an account
helped facilitate this need. Along with many
is
bring
Pis or her Racer Card to the Lowry
other universities, Murray State has jumped on
Center."
the e-mail bandwagon, and students have
Seminars have also been held to teach sturesponded with great enthusiasm.
dents how to use and send e-mail. PluR, incomSince the spring seme~:~ter of 1996, the number
ing freshmen will be thoroughly briefed on the
of student e-mail accounts have skyrocketed
computer network at Summer Orientation.
from 1,250 to nearly 3,500.
Despite these efforts, some students think
•People are becoming more aware of what they
there is room for improvement.
can get with e-mail," said Linda Miller, head of
"I think it needs some improvement," said
academic computing. "It's a wonderful way of Donnie Lawson, freshman from Louisville. "I
keeping in touch."
think they need to simplify it a little bit for new
One possible reason for the explosion in e-mail users."
accounts is the increasing number offacilities on
However, other students think it's a great
campus which can access the e-mail system. The convenience.
Curris Center, Faculty Hall, and the Business
"It's very useful for talking to people that go
Building nll contain computer labs that are net- to other schools," said Dave Mobley, freshman
worked.
communications major from Sikeston, Mo. .. It's
According to Miller, the lab in the Business j ust as easy to use as other systems (I've used
Building will be expanded to 60 units within the in the past.)."
next several weeks, making access to a computNo matter the differing opinions of the e-mail
er even easier.
system around campus, the University is opti:In addition to increasing accessibility, the mistic that it will continue to grow rapidly.

•Computers: Many students are applying for e-mail accounts with Murray
State for the first time.

Spring

Rush
1997

January 27
January 28
January 29

January 30

January 31
February 1

Hotdogger
5 p.m. at Curris Center
Roller Skating
10:10 - 12:10 at Circus Skate
Karaoke Night
7 p.m. at
the Sigma Pi Annex
Chili Cook-off &
What Is ~TI ?
6 p.m. Sigma Pi House
Night at the Races
7 p.m. Sigma Pi House
Smoker (Invitation Only)
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Dutch Essenhaus

If you need a ride call
753-9030 or 767-9667

You can dip it or you can dunk it or you can j ust eat it! Whichever way you choose
to try Arby's French Dip Sub you'D fall in love with the delicious, juicy taate of
lean and tendt>r rnast beef piled high on a toallted, hearth-baked sub roD, and
dipped in our hot Au Jus. So take a dip today. Ifs definitely different- and
fld'initely gMcl.

Arby's 507 N.12th St.

Hook your honey with a 1997 KY Golf Tour Card
from the American Lung Assodation of Kentucky
The "Lung Card" is good for free round" and discounts

ut 153 Kentuck-y courses and drivin~ ranges and
25 course.s in Indiana. Ohio and Tennessee.

$35 I Foursomes, buy 3 get 1 free!

:1: AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATIONq·>
I
o( Kentucky
(502)

36~2652

•

1-800-5R~4872
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Many say porn should be protected
I

•Summary: A recent movie has violence. against them. Others,
refueled the debate on whether though, have supported pornography
free speech protected under the
pornography should be protected as
First Amendment.
by the First Amendment.
Robert D. Richards, founding director
of the Pennsylvania Center for
Bv JAMES REID
the
First
Amendment, sees t he right
THE DAILy COLLEGIAN
to
publish
pornography as an imporPENN5YLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
tant example of the extent of First
(U-WIRE) STATE COLLEGE, Pa.- Amendment rights.
"Unless material is deemed legally
The movie ''The People vs. Larry
obscene,
it has some degree of protecFlynt," has brought to light the largtion
by
the First Amendment," he
er issue of the First Amendment and
said.
"I
think
the general public has a
whether pOrnography is protected by
difficult
time
swallowing that
it.
because
they
are
looking
at the parThe movie details the life of Larry
ticular
individual
on
which
the case
Flynt, publisher of "Hustler," magais
based
and
t
hat
could
be a
zine. Since the movie's release, many
pornographer
or
a
flag-burner
or a
people, including prominent feminist
journalist
who
made
up
quotes
or
Gloria Steinem, in a column for The
something
like
that."
New York Times, have called attenRichards, an associate professor of
tion to the fact that pornography
journalism
and law, thinks people
degrades women and may even incite

said.
Richards also sees the current dis"Sure, pornography
cussions as symptomatic of a larger
may be violent to
problem affecting the country.
"I think the public increasingly has
women, but you
an appetite to censor material
whether it comes on the Internet or
start censoring that,
across their television screens or in
then what else are
printed form," he said.
Television ratings systems and tpe
you going to censor."
Communications
Decency Act have
-JON FEINBERG,CO·COORDINATOR
Richards worried that censorship is
PENN STATE CHAPJ'ER, ACLU
looming ever larger.
"Once these rights erode, it's very
have a tough time looking at the difficult to get them back," he said.
over a ll picture and seeing how
Jon Feinberg, co-coordinator of the
important First Amendment rights Penn State chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union, agrees that
are.
"It's hard to take that next step and although pornography may be offensay, 'Well, even though this case does sive, the First Amendment. is too
protect this individual, it also goes important to cut corners.
beyond that and protects the right of
"Sure, pornography may be violent
t he legitimate media to publish," he to women, but if you start censoring

if

that, then what else are you going to
censor?" he said, citing the recent
incident involving a University art
student and the commotion caused .
by her art project.
His opinion is close to that of some
students who are not exactly fans of
pornography but feel it should be
protected
under
the
Firs t
Amendment.
"I think people should be allowed to
read whatever they want," said ,Jerry
Johnson a senior science major.
Although Yvonne Rasor, co-director of Women's Concerns, thinks
pornography is a problem, she doesn't believe that outlawing it would do
any good.
"I'd like to see people educnt.cd in
such a way that they choose not to
use it," she said, adding that outlawing it would just force it underground.

II.you are interested in an
RA position for 1997-98
meet at one of these times
Monday 27

8:30 p.m • • Hester

Tuesday 28

7 p.m.
9:15p.m.

Hart & Richmond
Springer

Wednesday 29 6 p.m.
8 p.m.
9:30p.m.

White
Clark
Elizabeth

Thursday 30

Regents

9 p.m.

The shape
of things
to come.

Join the YMCA today
for only $20/month or

$100/semester.
Photograph by Oakwood Studios

Universit y Bran c h
1510 C h estn u t St.
7 53-4 29 5 or 7 53- 02 88

H o u rs
Mon . - Fr i .6 a . m . - 1 0 p . m.
Sa turd ay 1 p. m .- 8 p . m.
S und ay 5 p.m - J O p.m.

12th St. Branch
2 0 9 N. 1 2t h St.
7 5 9 -9 6 22 o r 759 - 9699
H o u rs
Mo n . - T hur s . 5:3 0 a.m.- JO p.m.
F r i d ay 5:30 a . m . - 8 p.m.
Satu rd ay 7 a. m . - 2 p.m.
S und ay noo n - 5 p. m.

Colle
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Legislative intern
program
Anyone interested in
being an intern fo r the
Kentucky
legislatu re
should contact Joseph
Rose in room 553 of the
Business Building or call

•

762-2707.
Interns work in the
General Assembly, live and
attend classes in Frankfort,
earn 15 credit hours and
earn a monthly salary.
Require ments fo r the
internship include junior
status by January 1998 and
a 2.8 or higher GPA .

Interviews set
Southwestern Book Co.
is interviewing for a summer co-op. Any majors
can interview, Interviews
are at Curris Center Jan.
24, 4-9 p.m. and Career
Services, Jan. 24, I I a.m. 3 p.m.
Student Conservation
Association is interviewing
for a co-op. Any majors
can interview, Jan. 24.
Castner Knott is interviewing for full-time and
intern positions. Any
majors can interview, Jan.
24.
Nortel Is interviewing
for full time and intern
positions. Eng. Tech and
Eng. Physics majors can
interview, Jan. 27 and 28.
U.S. Navy Recruit ing is
interviewing for full t ime
only. Any majors can Interview, Jan. 29, Curris
Center.
Call Career Services at
762-380 I for more information.

Volunt eers needed
The
Campus
Connection
Volunteer
Center is searching for
volunteers.
Shared Care, an adult
day care center, needs help
on
Tuesdays
and
Thursdays anytime from
7:30 a.m. until 4 p.m. Some
activities will include reading to patients, socializing
or leading group activities.
The Animal Shelter
needs help from 8 to I I
a.m. cleaning cages, doing
laundry or bathing the animals.
Needline needs help
stocking shelves and computer entry work.
The YMCA is having a
Kid's Night Out Jan. 24
from 6 to I0 p.m.
Volunteers will help with
games and activities.
Anyone
interested
should call Alisha Keller at
762-61 17 or 762-3808.
Compiled by Katie Thomas

Next \\'i£?ek

Providing
services f or
others can often
be a thankless Student Lead
jo~.· While m a ny
Board supp
organizations are
recognized for The members of the
Development,Leadersbip board
help
other organizations t.D suctheir efforts,
ceed.
some receive little
if any recognition
for the h elping
hands they
p rovide.

an
pment
s organizations
I"

BY SARAH WIGHT

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Student~~--~~~~

eric an Hurnani

great ideas. We get a ch ance to
know each other and learn from
one another which helps us
excel."
In order to provide seminars
and other services for the campus, the members have to
undergo extensive training.
Each new member selected
through the application and
interview process has to complete a Guidance 450 class
before they are considered full
members.
''The class teaches the members how to plan, organize, and
advertise nn event so that it is
a success," Faith said. "It takes
a lot of work.''

rnrnunity, school
in September.

Of 23 colleges in the country with American
........................... Studen t Organizations, MSU has the
numbering 200 s tudents.
Roger Weis, campus director of American
.........,..a.&u"."'' is proud of the students involved in
organization, and said they a re "very, very
•a"t.• ..,., this semester."
American Humanics students have triggered
changes in and around Murray since the
1980s when they initiated a collegiate
Today it is known as the Family YMCA
branches on 12th and Chestnut Streets.

Student Alumni Association
lends helping hand to
students and Alumni
BY SARAH WIGHT
Eooot

COllEGE LIF£

The Student Alumni Association is the only
tion on campus that encourages student&,
ni and members of the community to u ..........
volleyball game for a good cause, in siz
This event, Mudball, is one of the
SAA sponsors or participates in.
annually in the spring since 1989.
raise money through s
Last year the event was
people participating.
This year the
trying to make the event
its
and by
publicity with coverage
Murray Fire
donating a portion of
with the event in
Department, which
the past.
The organizatio~
the event every
ng a nd preparation
"It takes a lot
ng in the fa ll," said
the group spends numerous
year is the Freshman Focus
and Finals Survival Kits for stuAct ivities a nd Job Fairs held by
organization to Student Ambassadors.
organization that acts as a liaison between
alumni of Murray State.
h as been on campus since 1984 and
time was the largest organization on campus.
it has suffered a decline in membership in recent
Greenwell said the group is making a strong
comeback with 70 members currently.

the American Humanics students
unnoticed. They have received 'the
ward from the United Way and the
Outstanding Service. In addiHumanics student has
College of Education's award for
Academics and Service for eight of
Davis, senior from Marion, said she
gained a great deal from the organization.
"It has given me the opportunity to get to
know the students in my classes," she said. "In
most classes you just take notes and leave."

oo Old club provides
es for non-traditional students
rr-----------.--,...--- ---,

out in Ordway Hall.·
LIFE
Prescott said the
~ou p plans
Christmas and.
. Best known for giving
Thanksgiving
away hot dogs in the
potluck dinners,
quad , the Never Too Old
supports a needy
Club promotes more
family for
th an free food. The orgaChristmas and nomnization caters to noninated a homecomtraditional students by
ing candidate,
providing a support and
Tiffany Floyd. They
social network.
a lso hold fund raisQuentin Prescott,
ers such as bake
senior from Murray and
sales and yard
president of NETO, said Members of NETO, Melissa Boyd a nd Ma rie sales, but their
the club is active in a
Lyo ns make cotto n candy at the 1995 main objective is
supporting non-travariety of areas, but
Homecoming T ent City.
exists mainly to su pport
ditional students.
many students face major
a dult students.
Prescott said they sponsor
problems if their children's
NETO is currently asking classes are canceled for any parties just for members,
for a voting seat in t he
but also have events which
reason. For now, some stuStudent Government
include
family and childents bring their children
Association and would like
dren.
to the Comfort Zone. and
to see some type of daycare
Anyone who is 23 years or
other students who use the
facility made available to
room help watch the chilolder or has been out of
students who are also parschool for more than five
dren.
ents.
years can join NETO, but
The Comfort Zone is a
As for th e SGA seat,
Prescott said they are in the
lounge in Ordway Hall
Prescott said it "doesn't
process
of revising the code
which serves commuter stulook too good."
to
accommodate
traditionaldents who need a place to
"Non-traditional students relax between classes.
age students who have famhave a non ..voti ng position,
ilies and are interested in
"H's usually full of adult
but we need a voting memNETO's goals. The organistudents," Prescott said.
ber," he said.
zation has 39 members
whose ages range from the
Members of NETO do a
NETO is addressing the
early 20's to the early 50's.
great deal more than hang
topic of daycare because
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Campus Lights turns on new show
"' think that we are accomplishing things at a
faster pace than last year; Fisk said. "We look
forward to having a very successful 60th year of
Campus Lights."
This year's edition of Campus Lights should
meet the high expectations of all involved.
"I think it will be better than last year," said
Steve Mathis, senior orchestra member who has
been involved for the past four years.
"~vecyone is doing a fantastic job," Klotz said.
"I think that it is coming along as good, if not
better, than last year. It is going to be a great
show."
Julian agrees the show should be successful.
"This year we have the biggest and the best
cast we have ever had," Julian said, "They are
all really talented people."

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAff WRITU

What could have been a disaster, turned out
to be 60 years of success.
The men's music fraternity, Phi Mu Alpha,
along with the women's music fraternity, Sigma
Alpha Iota, have once again joined together to
produce Campus Lights, a variety show written,
directed, choreographed and produced by students.
Phi Mu Alpha began this event in 1938 after
the check written for their charter bounced. To
raise the money, the memberH came together to
create a variety show. Ever since, Phi Mu
Alpha has created a new show every year using
the proceeds for the Campus Lights music
scholarship, which is given to music majors
every three to four years ..
During World War II, Sigma Alpha Iota decided to carry on the tradition by presenting their
:version of Campus Lights. Now the two groups
join forces to produce the show.
Last year, the groups stopped using student
written productions and started featuring popular Broadway shows.
"Last year when we did 'Guys and Dolls,' we
tripled our profits," said Dale Julian, director of
Campus Lights for the past two years. " 'Guys
and Dolls' seemed to attract more people."
This year's show features the production
"Crazy J."or You." This romantic comedy was
released in 1992 under the name "Girl Crazy."
The music was written by George and Ira
Gershwin and features such songs as "I've Got
Rhythm," "Someone To Watch Over Me," "They
Can't Take That Away From Me," and
"Embraceable You."
The cast includes 40 thespians, 25 orchestra
members, and 20 crew and board members.
"Southern Illinois University (SIU) put on the
musical last summer, so we were able to use

Campus Lights Presents

''Cra.zy Jrr.or _;ou
~ "
Chri~ Weatherly/Staff
Jam ie Hutson, senio r from Parts, Tenn., tunes the orchestra d uring a practice session for the
upcoming Campus Ughts production of ..Crazy For You."

their sets," Julian said.
He added, "With only students running the
show, it gives everyone a chance to teach and
learn."
April Fisk, junior vocal director in the perfor·
mance, explained her role in the production.
"I work in conjunction with the band director
to make sure that everyone has learned their
music, it is in the appropriate style and that
everything comes off productively," she said.
Cast members were amazed how the show
was run.
"I thought that it was reaHy impressive that it
was all run by the students," said Nathan
Arnett, a senior theater and music major por-

traying Bella Zangler in the production.
Joseph Klotz, male lead role, said, "I was
involved with Campus Lights last year as a part
of the stage crew and this year l decided to act."
Once in place, the crew got down to business.
"The cast came back to school on Jan. 8, and
has been working every day and night ever
since;" Julian said.
"Hopefully this will be our biggest year, with
the new Fine Arts Building, Lovett being renovatcd and the big name of the show," he said.
He added, "It is a really good experience that
you probably could not get anywhere else."
Students involved are anxious for the show to
begin.

Go Online Now!
Openings
Available for
·-. infants
of
,,. nr
5 yrs. of age
Discount rates
for state
childcare
recipients.

,..r...._....,....,.~ ~,t""'fe
Call for further
information:
753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Only one block
from campus

Take time to
remember
the crew of the·
Challenger
on Jan. 28.

1~ . ., . ....

Warm up
your day wi~h
a copy of

The Murra y
State News

~N EW§JJGIBJJf
Produced by Murray State University's student newspaper

Visit us on the World Wide We b at

All performances will be held in
Lovett Auditorium.
Source: Campus Lights
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

-jol~;~ l
30

~ tbttp://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Murray State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-45S-1608

Open Tuesday - Saturday

LOOKING FORTALENTED AND ENERGETIC STUDENTS TO
WORK WITH CHILDREN IN OUR 8 WEEK PROGRAMS
LOCATED IN THE MOUNTAINS OF MASSACHUSETTS.
SALARY, ROOM&BOARD, AND TRAVEL PAY!
PROGRAMS INCLUDE: ARCHERY, BASEBALL,
BASKETBALL, CAMPING, DANCE, GOLF, GYMNASTICS,
HOCKEY, HORSEBACK, LACROSSE, NATURE, SAILING,
SOCCER, SWIMMING, TENNIS, WATER-SKI
.CAJUNG GENERAL STAFf' ALSO IWI TSD TO APPLY I

SECRETARIES AND NURSES NEEDED!

COME VISIT WJTII OUR REPRESENTATIVE AT THE CAMP
FAIR- MONDAY. FEBRUARY lOTH IN THE CAREER CENTER
OR

CALL 800-494-6238 FOR MORE INFO!!

"Michael"

Seniors
Consider This

(PG)

'Pfhe Relic"
(R)
Matinees Satunlay A Swulay Only
'l'oHday 4 Wedueday Nl1hta
Student. Pay Only $3
withMSULD.

Graduating Seniors! Uncertain about
what comes next? Wou ld you like a little
more time to "sort things out" before pursu ing a career? The master's degree can
provide the bridge between higher
education and the workplace.
Contact your departmental chair or the coordinator
of the graduate studies at 762-6464 for details on
the graduate study programs at Murray S tate.

p plicati on s Now Availabl
for Fall 1997 and Spring 1998
for the

National Student
Exchange
Program
For more information:
Contact Ross Meloan
in the Career Services Office,
210 Ordway Hall 762-3375

..
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Dance team seeks support
BY SARAH WIGHT
COll.IGl Llff EDITOit

Being a member of Murray State's
Racer Girl Dance Team is about more
than wearing a shiny uniform and
putting on a big smile while performing
dance moves at basketball halftimes.
For t he members of the dance team, it
is about proving something and doing
whatever it takes to reach a goal.
The Racer Girls have spent many hard
practice hours in an effort to prove they
are a quality dance team worthy of support.
In order to do this, the 16 members of
this year's dance team spent more than
100 hours practicing during the fall
semester to prepare for basketball season.
Members have not lessened their efforts
throughout the season. The women came
back two days before their first performance of 1997 and filled those two days
with more than 18 hours of practice to
prepare for the game.
"They are very dedicated," coach
Monique Butler said. "Personal satisfaction is all they get, they don't even get a .
letter jacket.,.
"'ur goals were all different, we didn't
know exactly what we wanted, but we've
all started to come to the same mentality
level," Adelle Farrell, co-captain, said.
"'ur dancing level has improved and
we've bonded, which has helped us dance
better as a team."
.In addition to improving their performance, members have raised funds to
improve their look. To purchase two new
uniforms, pompoms and warmup suits,
the team had two raftles and bake sales,
aa well as asking for contributions after
their first performance.

Chris Weatherly/Staff
Mia Grubbs, Sherry Patrick and Jeuka
Lelnlnpr perfect dance routln• to be

,_tormecl at home bubtball pmes.
The team hopei to compete nationally.

'Since we're new, nobody"a helpiDg us
out (fmancially)," Farrell said. "'We've had
to start from scratch and it's taken a lot
to build a foundation."
Team members will be reimbursed for
the money they spent on one set of uniforms, but they have not yet asked the
school for,additional financial support.
"You have to prove yourself before you
are worth thousands and thousands of
dollars," Butler said. ·~t takes a lot of
money to fund a quality dance team.
We have to make it and be good first
before we can ask for support. Right now
we have to prove that we're dedicated.
Right now we just want to let everybody
know that we're here and we're going to
be good, and we would like your support.
Most of the time all we ask for is pure,
honest support."
Kristin Jole, co-captain, attributed the
changes in the team to new sponsors.

Jennifer Young ia the staff sponsor and
Monique Butler, a student, baa volunteered to coach the team.
"' like to see us compete, and rd like to
see us get more involved in the games,"
Jole said.
The team's goal is to be selected to compete at a national level. To achieve this,
members of the team plan to practice
throughout the summer so they will be
ready to make a tape at the beginning of
next fall.
The video will be judged on a national
level which will determine the top 20 college Clance teams which will compete in
the national competition.
•Jt takes a lot of the teams that compete in the national competition 10 years
or more to be selected for the competition: Butler concluded. "'We're determined that it's not goiDg to take us that
long."

WELCOME BACK/
LUBE, OIL, and FILTER
Up to Sqts - 1OW 30 Va/voline

-Lube Chassis

•New Napa Oil Filter

LUS: FREEl
27 POINT INSPECnON
•n•ua no:rrv

lire,& Auto, INC.

406 Main Street 753 - 4994

$13 •'99

/i \

~

Judicial
Board
Meeting
'.raeadaJ', Jan. as at a p.m.
Cania Cellter Oldo Boom

Cruise The Internet.
I

No Waits. No Hassles. No Kidding
~ · Fulllntemet

Access

- to your

~ Access

CAMPUS network
~ Virtually DO

busy

signals
~

PC access from

your dorm, apartment,
or home
~· Dial

into worldwide
Internet access from
anywhere In the U.S.

Campus Office Address
Business Butldtng 45 1B
O.fftce Hours
Monday - Friday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
762-6570
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Learning Center ntakes a difference
H EATHER M ARIE MARTIN
STAFF W RITER

Forget the worries about telling
parents your grades are slipping,
because now there is no excuse. The
Learning Center can offer help with
your academic concerns.
"I think we've made a difference in
these students' academic success,"
said Doris Cella, Learning Center
director.
The Learning Center provides services for all Murray State students
who are enrolled in 100- and 200level classes. There is no need to
make an appointment.
Services are available for students
who have been away from school for
several years and want to refresh and
improve their skills.
To combat other problems, the
Services for Students with Learning
Disabilities (SSLD) program is open

to students with learning disabilities
and Attention Deficit Disorder
(ADD). This service includes academic advising, private tutoring, individual counseling, a support group and
recorded books, when appropriate.
The center also has diagnostic testing to place students in the appropriate English and math classes.
The Learning Center has been in
operation since 1974. It began as a
grant program and eventually was
funded by the University. It started
in Ordway Hall with evening tutoring, but in the late 1970's the center
moved to the Special Education
Building and began classes in reading, English, and math for students
needing developmental assistance.
The Learning Center has flourished
in recent years and is now located on
the first floor of the Lowry Annex
which contains clasSrooms, meeting
areas, and offers both group and indi-

vidual tutoring. A lab with 20 computers is also open d uring the
evening. Last semester, it served 800
students.
The teaching staff consists of 20
people, English graduate assistants
and 15 to 20 students for t he tutoring
lab. These students are usually
upperclassmen with strong grade
point averages in a certain subject.
The tutors work five to 10 hours a
week helping students with their
studies. Before entering the program,
tutors learn policies and rules on how
to instruct students. They are not
supposed to write or change anyone's
papers, and they are trained to recognize plagiarism, Cella said.
Students a re already utilizing the
Learning Center's services.
"The first day of school, phones
were ringing off the hook asking
what time the tutors were coming in,
so hurry in fast," Cella said.

Chri!; Weatherly/Staff

Kelly Doran demonstrates mathematical concepts to students In the Leamlng
Center. Instruction Is ope n to all students wanting aid.
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SALE NOW IN PROGRESS

now o en for business
1301 hestnut Street
in a temporary trailer between Pier I and former Tabers Body Shop
1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-7117 . (502) 753-7990
Fax: (502) 753-1398
To ll Free: 1-800-995-581 9

Stop by and see us or call for
pick-up and delivery of your job.
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Murray's Breakfast
Place.
All day. Everyday.
. . . Ham & cheese omelette, Belgian Waffle,
country ham breakfast, strawberry pancakes,
sausage omelette, bacon and eggs, hash browns, veggie omelette, pecan waffle, steak and eggs, biscuits
and gravy, supreme omelette, strawberry crepes,
French toast, ham and eggs. strawberry waffle, steak
and eggs, ... just to name a few!

onlyAAA Recommended
Restaurant since 1991
+ Open 6 a.m.- I 0 p.m. Everyday +
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Ralph Woods Memorial Award
Established to honor students who have made an
outstanding contribution in service and leadership to the
University campus.

Criteria:
1. Must be a December 1996 or May 1997 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities indicate
leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change (Can
accomplish goals and is of service to students and
faculty.)
4 . Grade point average is of no consideration.
Applications arc available in the Office of Student Activities.
Three letters of recommendation (from peers, instructors or
whomever you like) validating the nominee's leadership
capabilities must accompany your application. Applications
must be submitted by Monday, March 3.
Funded by SGA
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Men, women host
conference rivals
The Murray State Racer
men's and women's basketball teams will play at
home on Saturday, and
again on Monday. The
squads will compete
against
Ohio
Valley
Conference rival Middle
Tennessee on Saturday
starting with the ladies
game at I:00, followed by
men's action.
Monday,
the squads will play host to
another Ohio Valley
Conference team when
they face Tennessee Tech.
Ladies action begins at
5: IS followed by the men's
game.

Rifle team travels
for season opener
The Murray State rifle
team will begin their season on Saturday when they
travel to Cookeville, Tenn.,
to compete · in the
Tennessee Tech University
Invitational. Thursday the
team will travel to Martin,
Tenn., to compete in the
University of Tennessee at
Martin Invitational before
hosting their first competition of the year on Friday.

On the road again
The MSU Indoor Track
team will be traveling to
Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
today to compete against
Southeastern Missouri. On
Friday the team will travel
north to Bloomington,
· Indiana where they will
compete in the Indiana
Invitational. The Indiana
Invitational is a two-day
competition being held on
Friday and Saturday.

Most Valua hie
Vincent Rainey,
Mernette Forde
Vincent Rainey and
.. Mernette Forde are the
Racers of the week.
Rainey, a senior from
Memphis, Tenn., scored a
total of 51 points and
grabbed 26 rebounds In
the two games on the
"Death Valley" games at
Eastern Kentucky on
Saturday and Morehead
State on Monday. He was
also named OVC Player of
the week.
Forde, a senior from
Christ Church, Barbados,
placed flrst in two events
in the dual meet at Eastern
Illinois University. Forde
placed first in the 200meter dash and the 55meter dash finals in helping
the Lady Racers to win all
of their matches in which
they competed.

Sports Trivia
Q: Prior to this year's

Super Bowl, who was the
only coach to take two
different NFL teams to
the big gamel

'Sl~

(SU!4dto<J !W&J~
8JOW!ll88) 9!04S UO(J :y
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New football coach sees promise at MSU
ity of life,
the quality
of
the
school,
and
the
mission of
the institution
as
well.
I
n
terms
of
the position he is
assuming,
Johnson
knows that
Houston
Nutt left
big shoes to

•Football: The vacancy
left by Houston Nutt was
filled Thursday by former
University of Oklahoma
assistant Denver Johnson.
BY EDDIE GRANT
Sf'oltTS EOITOII

It was almost an act of foreshadowing last week, when former University of Oklahoma
assistant
coach
Denver
Johnson opened his press conference by thanking the search
committee.
He thanked them for giving
him the opportunity to interview, and for requ1nng
Houston Nutt's successor to
have the same name as a U.S.
city.
The search committee met
into the night Wednesday and
selected Johnson to fill the
coaching vacancy.
Thursday morning the selection was announced to the
press.
Johnson said at his press
conference last week that during his tenure as an assistant
head coach at the University of
Tennessee-Martin, he became
in1pressed ~tb ~urray State.
He also said that his ~fe has
family in the area of northwest
Tennessee, which gives him a

fill.
"Following
coach Nutt
'is .k ind of
like
Jay
Leno following
Johnny
Carson, "
Eddie Grant I Sports Editor s a i d
New men's football head coach Denver johnson Johnson,
greets people after his press conference last week. who is a
close friend
vested interest in this area.
of Nutt's. "That is definitely a
Johnson went on to say that tough act to follow, but if that
he looked at this area not from individual .happens to be
just an athletic standpoint but myself, then we will certainly
a family standpoint as well. He try to live up to the standards
said that he looked at the qual- that he has set.

Johnson believes that · their
are still games to be won here,
and be doesn't think that the
program has reached its full
potential. Keeping that in
mind he doesn't see any drastic
changes being made.
"I would like to come in,
throw some gas on the fire and
take this thing to new heights,"
he said.
His coaching experience
includes assistant's jobs at
~ississippi State, UT-Martin
and Oklahoma State, where he
got his start as a graduate
assistant.
To Johnson, football itself
hasn't changed, but the expectations of the fans who come
the game have.
"You win with defense,"
Johnson said. "You'd better
have a good, strong defense,
and have a sound kicking
game, and then scratch out a
living offensively the best way
you can. But the people who
buy the tickets want to come to
see an entertaining game."
In a
phone interview
Thursday, Johnson said once
gets here, he will want to get a
handle on things. This includes
examining where the program
is as well as getting settled
As far as building a coaching
staff, he said that he will take
his time in doing so.

"I believe in the old adage
that haste makes waste,"
Johnson said. • I would be
leery to hire someone away
from another staff at this
point.•
Johnson also said that Larry
McClain will ren1ain as part of
his coaching staff, and that be
thinks highly of ~cClain and
hopes for his input as he goes
on to build his staff.
With less than two·weeks to
go before national signing day,
Johnson isn't going to actively
pursue any recruits until be
gets a feel for the job and needs
of the program.
"Anyone we get between now
and signing day will be a
bonus," Johnson said. National
signing day doesn't really mean
the end of the recruiting season
for us, it is more for Division I
schools. There may be a few
players that after their spring
practice may fell the need to
transfer, so recruiting may continue into the spring and even
into summer."
The
press
conference
announcing Johnson's hiring is
tentatively scheduled for 11
a.01. in the Barkley Room of the
Currie Center. The actual time
will depend on Johnson's
arrival time, which is believed
to be sometime tonight.

Tracksters victorious at Eastern Illinois
times of22.92 and 23.36 seconds respectively. Jason McKinney captured the
2000-meter run for MSU with a time
eight minutes and 51 seconds, while
Anthony Jett and Derrick Russell finding success in the 400-meter dash, finishing second and fifth, respectively,
with respective times of 52.20 and 55
seconds.
BY GREG STARK
AssisTANT Sl'oltn Eorro•
The mile relay was captured by EIU,
with Murray placing third, with a time
After their first indoor dual meet of of three minutes and 35.88 seconds.
the sea.s on at Eastern Illinois Brad ~ason of Murray placed fifth in
University in Charleston, track and the 800 meters,with a time of two min·
field coach Bob Doty was happy with utes and 1.33 seconds. ~SU was victorithe results of the competition.
ous in the distance medley relay, with a
"The kids did great," Doty said. "We time of 11 minutes and 2.24 seconds.
had some kids that came through. This
Clark captured the long jump portion
is the best they've done since rve been of the event, and McKinney won the
down here."
mile run, with a ti01e of four minutes
The men lost two close matches at the and 17.92 seconds. Murray's Shawn
meet, 65-59 against Eastern Illinois and Edmondson finished seventh in the pole
68.5-62.5 over Southeast Missouri. The vault, and Kevin Smudrick of MSU finwomen won all of their matches, 67-53 ished fourth in the 55 meter hurdles,
over EIU, 67.5 to 58.5 against SE~O with a time of 8.24 seconds.
and a 75-37 destruction of Austin Peay.
Nick .Murray finished sixth in the shot
In individual results, the men placed put for Murray, and Smudrick won the
two in the top-five of the 200-meter triple jump. Murray also finished fourth
dash, with Reggie Clark in third and in the 35-pound weight throw.
Greg Ward coming home fourth with
For the women, Murray's Memctte

•Indoor Track: The men's and
women's track teams come back
from Charleston successful, with
the men capturing many individual events and the women winning
all of their team matches.

Gwen

Freshman Regie Clark. perfo rms the
long jum p at Wednesdat s practice.

Forde won the 200-meter dash, with a
time of26.17 seconds, as well as the 56meter dash finals, with a time of 7.29

seconds. Jennifer Bottom of MSU firlished third in the 3000 meter run, with
a time of 12 minutes and 13.25 seconds
while Renne Haley captured the BOOmeter run, with a time of two minutes
and 26.37 seconds.
Murray finished second in the distance medley relay, with a time of 14
minutes and 16.05 seconds, while Sara
Willis finished second in the women's
high jump. Polina ~orozova placed
third in the long jump, and Phyllis •
Jackson placed second in the 55-meter
hurdles ~th a time of 8.72 seconds.
Dawn ~iller placed third in the shot
put, with a distance of 41 feet and 10.50
inches and ~orozova won the triple
jump.
Doty is getting his team prepared for
the upcoming schedule.
"We have a dual meet at SEMO, we're
working right through the meet, and we ,
have a big meet at Indiana," Doty said.
In practicing for these meets, Doty
has a system he employs during practice.
"We have them broken down into
sprinters, weight people and distance
people, and we have different coaches
working wjth each group,• Doty said.

Head coach Johnson should know what awaits him
Dear Coach Johnson,
I thought I might write this
letter to introduce myself. My
name is Greg Stark, and I am
glad to make an acquaintance
with you.
I'm sure you will be working
with me and my superior,
Eddie Grant, who is the sports
editor, now that you have
decided to grace us with your
presence by becoming the head
coach of our beloved Racer
football program.
I'm sure you have met many
of the faculty and staff, such
as Kern Alexander, and of
course Jim Frank, the interim
athletic director.
I'm sure you have heard
many things about our storied
program, about how your predecessor Houston Nutt led his
hard-working football team to
back-to-hack OVC titles and
national prominence.
Many people who live here
can tell you that Nutt will be a
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hard act to follow. I certainly
believe that is true. Since this
is your first season at MSU, I
feel that this season will be a
one for rebuilding.
Being a tough act to follow,
certainly fits Nutt's description. Imagine being a performer on the stage or screen.
That perfonner might be at
a concert where be has to go
on after an act which has
kicked some butt, and he
knows he has to do an extraspecial job to even capture the
audience's attention. On the
silver screen, a star actor

always has to follow his hit
movies with more hit movies,
and when he finally has a
movie that flops, the critics
lambast him.
This is the situation youare
faced with, Mr. Johnson. You
have an act that will be tough
to follow, but don't expect any
criticism from me if you don't
go undefeated and don't win
the national championship this
fall. I do not expect that from
you in this first season of your
Murray State coaching career.
There arc many things work·
ing against you right now. The
timing of your hiring wasn't
the greatest, and with not
much time left. in the recruiting period, the opportunity to
get those prized possessions is
slipping quickly through the
hourglass. The man who would
have made a good heir-appar·
ent to graduating quarterback
Mike Cherry, Billy Jack
Haskins, made the decision to

transfer from the University of will take leadership roles next
Kentucky after their incoming
season and will be successful.
coach, Hal Mumme, decided to Many people will have lofty
expectations for every upcominstall him at wide receiver
instead of leaving him as the
ing MSU football team now
because of what Houston Nutt
starting quarterback. (They
will likely replace Haskins
did in his final two years as
head coach, but if you have a
with backup QB Tim Couch,
winning season, that will be
but that is besides the point.)
fine with me. If people could
~any people expected
have told me five years ago
Haskins to come to MSU, but
after Nutt left to go to Boise
that Murray could possibly
State, he decided to bead north just have a winning football
season, it would have made me
to the University of Rhode
ecstatic, because to win only a
Island.
game a season in the "legThis isn't your fault, Mr.
endary" Mike ~ahoney era
Johnson, but the timing of
was quite a feat in itself.
Nutt's resignation was very
So this is my letter to you,
bad as well. If Nutt had decided to stay on, then we probably coach Johnson. I thought I
would have the star quarterwould just tell you a little
back, but the situation at
about the football program
here, and that there are many
Murray was questionable
when Haskins had to make his people cheering for you here.
decision, and whether or not it So I just want to welcome you
to our great University and I
was bad, we will never know.
There are still many players
also want to wish you the best
left from Nutt's regime who
of luck!

I
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Minor plays major role for Lady Racers
.

•Women's Basketball: When
Stephaine Minor made the decision to transfer from Western
Kentucky University to MSU, she
has played a big role as a team
leader for the Lady Racers.
BY CHRIS jONES
STAfF Wltnlt

Since Stephaine Minor was seven
years old she's been playing basketball. Growing up in Madisonville, she
ate, slept, breathed, and dreamed the
game. Basketball is in her blood.
The senior public relations major
lists several people who have inspired
her throughout her life to play basketball. One person in particular is her
aunt, Tammie Minor, who played basketball at West Hopkins High School
and later at Paducah Community

College until the school shut down its
basketball program. She then went on
to play at schools in Missouri and
Georgia where she finished her career.
"The biggest inspiration to me has to
be my aunt Tammie," said Minor, who
was chosen as OVC Preseason Player
of the Year. "She always inspired me
to play basketball."
She decided to follow in her aunts
footsteps and attended West Hopkins
High. a school swallowed by consolidation that was once known for it's girls
basketball program. Three out of four
years, Minor's teams went to the spte
tournament. Even though West
Hopkins never won a state championship, she collected an array of
awards
such
as
All-District,
All-Region and team Most Valuable
Player honors just to name a few.
With several scholarship offers
available to her, she eventually made

Stephaine Minor:
Preseason OVC
Player of the Year Is
leading the Lady
Racers in scoring this
season. Head coach
Eddie Fields calls her
the most consistent
player on the team.

a choice to attend Western Kentucky
University. She played for the
Hilltoppers for one year before transferring to Murray State in 1994 as a
sophomore. She immediately stepped
into a starting role for the Lady
Racers and has been a consistent force
since her arrival. The 5'11" three-year
starter plays the power forward and
center positions.
Though several games stick out in
Minor's mind, her most memorable
game came Jan. 13 at home against

Tennessee State. The Lady Racers
won that game by a score of 94-58
and Minor's contributed 23 points, 13
rebounds, four assists and two blocks.
Ten of Minor's 13 boards were defensive.
"Every year we go down to their
place and they beat us," Minor said.
"This year we played well together
and beat them. It was very exciting
and a total team effort."
Minor has scored more than 30
points on several occasions. Her most
memorable performance was a 31point outing . last season against
Tennessee Tech.
"I had a really good game and that
game in particular really stands out in
my mind," she said.
Lady Racers head coach Eddie
Fields says consistency is the key to
Minor's success.
"Stephaine Minor is the most consis-

tent player we've got," he said. " She
goes out there and takes a beating
every game but still manages to get
the job done. She is just so consistent..;
The perfect ending to an excellent
career would be 'an OVC championship. Out of all the awards Minor
has accomplished, absent is the OVC
ring. To achieve this, Minor knows
the team is going to have put forth
even more effort.
"Overall we're gonna have to come
together as a team," she said.
"Defensive wise, we're going to have to
step it up and apply more pressure.
Offensively, we're basically going to
have to cut down on the turnovers."
She added, "The preseason picks
don't mean anything. If we get there
we'll have a real good chance if everybody's focused and ready to play. At
that point the door is wide open for all
the teams."

New women's rugby club team to
launch debut season in early March

Men's, women's rifles preparing
to fire away on '97 spring hunt

Andrews isn't the oQ,ly one~ about
•RuJby: A group of women have
the
an1ount ofinterest in -rugby. Holly Bishop
formed a rugby team adding another
and
.Anna Parker, who are piloting the drive,
sport to the Murray State athletics ros- are sorprised
as well.
ter.
"We have a lot of interest. butweltilldon't

•Rifle: The MSU Rifle
Team is set to begin their
hunt for a possible national title in Cookeville, Tenn.
next week.

1

BY EDDIE GIANT
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"M.Yo• wbo wants to come oul 6)r the team

The women of Murray State have taken a
step for women's athletica by forming a
Rugby Club team.

can, no experience is neceuary.•
Since the team mjuat beginning, it ia not
goi.ng to be funded by tba eehool Uniforms
and other expenses witb be paid for through

Last aemester, the residential colleges
which are ~~~entJy bema
organized both men's and women's flag foot- fundraiaera,
planned.
ball U,ams. The women enjoyed this, so they
In ~ there aren't enough fu.Dda nai.aed.
decided to take this to another level.
the
men's team will allow the women to use
Many felt there were not enough sports for
their.
jeraeya.
women at MSU, so a rugby team seemed like
Parlter said t.bat tu»"OD.e ill~ 8lunl1d
a gQ()d .addition. Interest has ~wn to 14
girls, who formed the team. They have tenta- contact ber. Biahop or Andren w come tO
tively scheduled games apinat Tezmeasee dle next practice Tuel&lay Diaht at 9 p.m. m
Tech and Western Kentucky at a nnmd-robin the Sou.tb IYDl of the Carr Jleat&h BuUcti-.
She also said that tbey hoM: to win a h
tournament March ~.
•1 am surprised at the amount of response games but aeea the eon;inf seaaou u ODe t'or
theY.'ve gotten, said men's Ru~by Club presi- the girls to learn the game Blid gain experi..
ence.

dent Josh Andrews.

BY NEVILLE PALMER
REI'ORTER

When thinking of Murray
State's varsity sports programs, football and basketball
might be among the first to
appear in the minds of most
MSU students.
Although both the basketball
and football teams have earned
their respect, another athletic
program commands respect as
well. The ·often overlooked
Racer rifle team may be the
most successful athletic program at the University.
The Racer rifles have established themselves as formidable competitors in the NCAA.

Since head coach Elvis Green
took control in 1981, the rifle
team has had 14 top-five NCAA
finishes which include championships in 1985 and 1987.
During Green's tenure, the
team has produced 20 AllAmericans and an Olympic
gold-medal winner in Pat
Spurgin, who captured first
place in the women's air rifle
competition in Los Angeles in
1984.
Even though the '96-'97
Racer rifle team has a rich winning tradition behind them,
they are aiming at 1997 with
bold confidence in their present
talent. Seven of the 10 riflers
are on scholarship. Most of the
team members acquired their
skills through rifle clubs and
teams from different states
including Colorado, California,
and Washington .
•
The team is coming off a faU
semester in which they only
P>

LX Fraternity
Student Internet

Spring Rush 1997
Schedule of Events
Jan. 27

Jan. 28

March 18

IFC Hotdogger

Monday - 5 p.m.
..

Tuesday - 9 p.m.

Feb. 25

Curris Center T-Room
March 20

~

.'

Wednesday - 9 p.m;

Pizza
I:X House
•,

What is I,X?

Jan. 29

AprillO

April17

Thursday-

I

lost one match. The riflers are
looking to continue their winning streak in 1997 and ultimately qualify for and place as
high as possible in the NCAA
Championships which take
place at the Murray State rifle
range in March. This will be
the fifth time MSU has hosted
the NCAA championship since
1990.
The team begins competition
Jan. 25 at the Tennessee Tech
Invitational in Cookeville,
Tenn.
"This competition will be crucial in working out post-break
jitters and pin-pointing mistakes the team must work on
before the NCAA qualifying
competition on Feb. 14, 15 and
16." Green said.
The rifle team will compete
at home on Jan. 31 in the Roger
Withrow Invitational and then
will face West Virginia at home '
on Feb. 9.

Traini!-'~~

Internet Basics
Time: 2 • 3:30 p.m.
2nd Floor Lowry Center
Internet Research
Time: 5 - 6:30 p.m.
2nd Floor Lowry Center
Internet Research
Time: 2 • 3:30 p.m.
2nd Floor Lowry Center
Basic Webpage Design
Time: 5 • 6:30 p.m.
2nd Floor Lowry Center
Internet Research
Time: 2 - 3:30 p.m.
2nd Floor Lowry Center
Internet Basics
Trme: 5 - 6:30 p.m.
2nd Floor Lowry Center
Using MUSIC E-mail
Time: 2 - 3:30 p.m. & 5 - 6:30 p.m.
2nd Floor Lowry Center
Internet Basics
Time: 2 • 3:30 p.m.
2nd Floor Lowry Center
Internet Research
Time 5 - 6:30 p.m.
2nd Floor Lowry Center

Please call 762-2535 to reserve a seat.
Brought to you by Academic Computing.

Friday - 6 p.m.

e ·atered Dinner

Jan. 31

Invitation Only
Coat & Tie

Saturday
Feb. 1

To Be Arranged
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Gottfried accepts Death Valley split
•Men's Basketball: The Racers split
their annual "Death Valley" swing,
defeating the Colonels of Eastern
Kentucky 60-59 and falling to
Morehead State 86-78.
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

Before leaving to begin the trip into
"Death Valley," Racer basketball head
coach Mark Gottfried was looking to return
with two wins in hand. However, the
Racers split the two hotly-contested conference games to run their mark to 9-6 overall
and 4-3 in OVC action.
MSU's first opponent on this road trip
came Saturday in the form of the Eastern
Kentucky University Colonels. The game
was close from the start, even though both
teams shot poorly from the field in the first

half. Murray registered a first-half field
goal percentage of 26.7 percent, while EKU •
shot 43.3 percent.
In the second half, the Racers' shooting
percentage increased to 43.7 percent while
the guns of the Colonels fell to a quieter,
less threatening 37.5 percent.
Thif! difference enabled Murray to pull
out a 60-59 victory. Vincent Rainey led the
Racers in scoring with 16 points.
Two days Inter, the team faced the
Eagles of Morehead State. Much Jike the
Eastern contest, both teams battled back
and forth all the way to the halftime break.
Morehead carried a six-point lead into halftime at 43-37.
During the first half the Racers shot an
impressive 56 percent from the field and
three of six from three-point territory. On
the other side of the court, Morehead had a
field goal percentage of 48 percent and hit
7 out of 14 three-point attempts.

The Eagles second-half onslaught proved
too much for Murray to handle. Even with

Vincent Rainey's 30 points and three
steals, as well as 18- and 15-point performances from Deteri Mayes and Chad
Townsend, respectively, the Racers still
fell short.
"Overall it was a good weekend,"
Gottfried said. 'There are some things we
did do on the court, and some things we
didn't, and we can hopefully correct those
for this coming home stand.
Gottfried said an upcoming homestand
does not mean his team will relax.
"Our goal is to win the conference," he
said. "To do that you have to protect your
home turf."
The Racers three-game homestand starts
tomorrow against Middle Tennessee State
at 4 p.m., and continues Monday against
Tennessee Tech at 7:45 p.m., and Feb. 2
against UT-Martin at 4 p.m.

Shirley Martin/Guest
Murray's Ke nneth Taylor drives against a Morehead State
d efender in the Racers' 86· 78 loss to t he Eagles.

Lady Racers on skid

It's the thing they call 'Rodeo'

•Women's Basketball:
Lady Racers take a doubledip on "Death Valley"
swing, losing to Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead
S tate.

rebounds
com pared
to
Eastern's 46. The Colonels also
connected on 17 of 22 from the
charity stripe.
Murray State's leading scorer
Stephaine Minor was held to
only five points but did manage
to haul down seven rebounds.
Bobbi Coltharp, the third leadBv CHRIS JoNES
ing scorer on the team, dupliSTAFF Wama
cated Minor's effort with her
The Murray St ate Lady own five point perfonnance and
Racers basketball squad (4-11, couldn't manage a single assist.
1-6) battled Ohio Valley Shonta Hunt led the team with
Conference rivals Eastern 12 points and five rebounds.
Kentucky on Saturday, before
"We've got some things to
traveling to Morehead State work out," head coach Eddie
Monday.
Fields said. "We must start
Eastern Kentucky (10-4, playing more as a unit and less
6-1) jumped on top of Murray individually. We just didn't
quickly, shooting 48 percent come to play. Shonta Hunt
from the field in the first half stepped up her game and carwhile building up to a 13 point ried the load."
lead at the break. The Colonels
Monday, the Lady Racers
forced 25 turnovers for the traveled to Morehead State in
game en route to a 71-45 victo- an attempt to get back on track
ry over the Lady Rac~rs. in the OVC. The Eagles
Murr~y shot jush34 ~rcent t+entered the game with a record
from the field, and grabbed 35 of 3- 11, overall and 1- 5 in the

Barry Johnson/Guest

Pro Rodeo has come to the W e st
Kentuc~
Livestock a nd • Exposit io n

C e nter. The event, which started today,
will run through tomorrow.

ovc.
Both squads connected on 13 '
of 30 (43 percent) from the field
in the first half, though
Morehead State made nine of
13 free throws :pushing them
ahead to 36-27 at the half. The
Eagles won the gameby the
score of 78-65, even though
they were outrebounded 37 to
32.
'"We just didn't get the job
done last night," Fields said.
"The confidence just isn't there.
We were picked third in the
OVC and we haven't lived up to
that yet. We've got some home
games coming up and hopefully
we can get back on track."
Minor finished with 19 points
and five boards.
"Stephaine
Minor
and
Shonta Hunt are the only two
players on the team right now
scoring in double digits,"
Fields said. "Nobody's playing
together right now. Different
kids are stepping up on different nights."

America's Leadership
_ Development Fraternity
~onday
,
Hotdogger, Curris Center Ballroom (5-7 p.m.)

Tuesday
Sporty's, (10-12 p.m.)

Wednsday
Gatti's Pizza, Mr. Gatti's (10-12 p .m.)

•NFL-NBA Jackets
•Warm ups
•Fleece
•Nylon Separates
·UK Apparel

j

Skatin' WithtThe Taus, Circus Skate (10:10-12:10 p.m.)

Friday

Men - Women - Children
Now offering declining balance for MSU students

DENNISON-HUNT

SPORTING
GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
_j

Chestnut St.

.---,-..,.

Murray

~

~

Thursday

[

Food & Fun at ATQ House (6-8 p.m.)

Saturday
Smoker, Invitation Only
For any questions or a ride call:
Denny Nill767-9264
or

753-8844

-

Brandon Davis 753-7605

,

Sports
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SUPER BOWL

Students plan their own Super Bowl fun
Superdome in the 31st incarnation of the Super Bowl.
It will be the Pack's first trip to the NFL Championship game
since 1968, while New England will be vying for their first shot at
the title since 1986.
Tickets were distributed by a random drawing or lottery for
those who planned on attending. The ticket lottery will be based
upon the amount of seats left after the players get their percentages, for friends and family members to come and watch.
However, most MSU students will not be able to attend the festivities that are taking place in bayou country this weekend. But
instead there are many different ways that they are going to celebrate this yearly event.
In the residential colleges, many different parties are currently in the works. Some residential advisors, are organizing parties
on their floors, others are getting their friends together in individual rooms, and also bashes are being organized in the television lounges of the residential colleges as well.
Off-campus people are getting together with friends who can
actually afford cable. In addition to these gatherings, many fraternity parties will be in full swing on Sunday as well.
"There will be a party at my house as well as with my fraterni-

•Pro Football: This Sunday, the NFC Champion
Green Bay Packers will face off against their AFC
rivals the New England Patriots in the most celebrated football game of the 1996 season. And many MSU
are planning various festivities, to enjoy the game.
Bv

DENNIS

BEARD

REPORTER

With Christmas break gone,
students are preparing for the
first big party event of 1997 Super Bowl Sunday.
The New England Patriots,
led by quarterback Drew
Bledsoe, will be taking on the
s trongly-favored Green Bay
Packers and league MVP Brett
Favre for the NFL title at the
72,000
seat
Louisiana'

Super fast facts

Super teams season statistics
Green Bay Packers

New Engla nd Patriots

Passing

Passing

ty brothers, so I'll be going back
and forth," said Adam Furgerson,
junior from Murray.
"I'll be watching the game at
the Sig Ep house,"• said Chris
Griffith,
sophomore
from
Fairfield.
To others, however, the Super
Bowl has significance other than
the big game.
"Sunday is Eddie Van Helen's
birthday, so that's what I'll be celebrating," said Melissa Jarvis,
sophomore from Benton.
Super Bowl Sunday also marks the 37th anniversary of the
beginning of former NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle's tenure.
Rozelle, who died Dec. 6, 1996, will be honored during halftime
with a two-minute video tribute. Also, players will wear a special helmet decal with his signature across the shield.
The Fox Network will have complete coverage of the day's
events. This includes pre-game and post game reports, and coverage of the game itself, which gets underway at 5 p.m.

Drew Bledsoe 373-623/ 4,086/27/15183.7

Brett Farve 325-5431 3,8991 391 131 95.8

Offense
Average yards per game 335.6

otfenae
Average yards per game 345.9 (1st in NFC)

Defense
Average yards allowed per game 331.6

Defenae
Average yards allowed per game 259.8
(1st in NFL)

Key: QB's completions-attempts/ yards/ touch
downs/ interceptions/ rating

Watch the ads
Companies such as Frlto-Lay Inc., Nike, Budweiser and ochers paid a whopping $1.3
~llllon for each 30 second spot. Many of these businesses wtll have more than one
comrnef"Cfaa.•
[There's no place Uke home

Both teams have open air natural grass stadiums as their home fieldS.. The Louisiana
Supedome is an enclosed arena with an artificial surface u its floor. This could cause
injury problems.
Halftime spectaCular
This year's halftime show Is called "The Blues Brothers' Bub." It will feaun performances from the Blues Brothers, james Brown. and 12 Top.

Eddie Grant I Sports Editor

Eddie Grant I Sports Editor

r--------------------------,
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FRATERNITY
. Begins

.

Monday, J an. 27 5 - 7 p .m.
Cu rrls Center T-Room
'
FOLLOW TilE TRADITION

l

Dleta

I

Herbs •

Sports1
Rubition :

BlossoM

~ ~temtna

I

310 N:..l2m ·· Munay. KY 42071

1

l!1AS

1 0% off =: ~

I

1 All products with this coupon and student ID 1
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CONCERT

SC..N

/
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TOUR '97

Bel Air Center

753-0963

~~~~
~\BJmlill~~~
1623 Highway 121 Nortlt · M11rray, Kentllcky 42071
502·753·8802
Fax: 502·753·7314
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ArP spring :Rush ArP
1997 ~

uFeel the.E~Pe.[i~nce ,,
M onday ·
Jan. 27 - 5 p.m.
IFC Hotdogger
T-Room

· TUesdaY: "~(
Jan. ~8 ~ 8 ·p.m.
Skating
at Circus·Skate
. ..

.

Thursday
Jan. 30 - 8 p.m.
Casino Night
at the ArP house

:;

Wednesday
Jan. 29 - 9 p.m.
.l"
Pizza
/ at the ArP house

J

..

·Friday ..
Jan. 3 1
I 0 a.m.-5 p.m. ·~A ";
Open.House · ·.~,)··' .~
f

'

...

~

...

-

rl,llE BESrr PJ{I(;ES ()N
MILLER
MILLER DRAFT
MILLER LIGHT

IJl~l~~l~!

neW HORNSBYS
6 PACK

12 PACK

NATURAL LITE
LITE ICE

Saturday

LOOSE CASE

Feb. 1

$9.99

Smoker
invitation only

'1

For more information call 759-9011

::::

RUSH r(,() MINlrr M/\RT 1~,()1~

CHECK OUT OUR SELECTION OF
MURRAY STATE T-SHIRTS, AND
TRAVEL MUGS .

HIGHWAY 641 PURRJIII,FII

-

c -

aas;;;;
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Men's •
Basketball
Murray State 60,
E. Kentucky 59
Saturday at Richmond
MURRAY STATE (60)
Dahl 0·4 0·0 o, Townsend 5·
14 7-1 0 18, Rainey 9·21 3·7 21,
Turner 0·1 0-Q 0, Mayes 6-16
5·6 17, Dawson 1· 1 0·0 1,
Hamilton 0-1 0·0 o, Page 0·1 00 0, Harris 1·3 0-0 2. Totals 2262 15·23 60.
EASTERN KENTUCKY (59)
Inskeep 4·12 0·1 9, Bess 3·7
0·2 6, Sutton 2-10 3-4 7, Cecil
3-4 0-0 7, Simons 5·8 2·3 12,
Fitzgerald 1-3 3·3 6, Moore 0-2
o-o 0, Carpenter 4-8 2-2 12,
Stukes 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 22-54
10-15 59.

~
~Have you_.. anyone In 1
'til tur11eneck lately?
~ Patty II the ~ House •
Sl.nclay. January 26114:30 p.m. BYOB.
SlgEps • Good LlJd( 1r1 Rush! We are
belWid you 100%1 You are all wonderful
and we love you Wlchee! Love. The
Golden Hearts
MS EII!!Wlinq Is f)O!!!Ible. MC

P

t·

r . ., o n a I

'\olict.·
Free Pregnancy TBIIS l.ifeHou&e. 753-

0~~·--~--~-----

Free T·Shlrt + $1000 Credit Card
fundralse111 lor traeemlle5. eorortliM &
groups. Ally campus organillllon can
raise ~to $1000 by earning a whopping
$51VISA application. Call 1..80().932·
0528 ell! 65. Qualified oe11e111 receive 1ree
T-thtrt.
Sel-s~c.,.~,rom
~
$1:-:75~.~
P01
raa
-:~.. Cadll-

taca. Chews. BMWs. Corvettes. Also

Jeepe, 4WO's. Y011t AI-. T~ Free 1·
800-218-9000 Ex1. A·7508 lorcumlnllilt·

ings.

Gov't~F;;
cnc:loMd;;;;;;;;;tih:;;:;IOI;,_;;;;;flom:;;;;;pemies
on $1 . Delinquent Tax, Aepo's, REO's.
Your Alae. T~ Free 1.8()0.218-9000 Ext.

H·7508 for currentllsllngs.
FREE PAGERS!· No crecil checkll No
contracts! No gtmiT1ictcsl "MoletOia Top Of
Line: SmaH aotlvatlon fee. Can 800-442·
5525. Give 08ltillcate 1357007.
NEED HELP WITH TEENAGERS? •
"Convert1ng Teen Energy To Family
Cash' and "Contemporaty PIOve!1lll lor
Teenager; Parents ol Teenagers" AH 3,
~. KST Included $ 14 00. Moralis
Press, P.O. Box 24833, LelCWlglon, KY

4052;:;,
4·- - - - - - EXHIBITORS WANTED • February
14,15, & 16. Two Rtvera Merchanclae
Expo Flea

400

Market. Claltlsville. TN. Over

boolla, cfimale conlrolled. TNrd

Weekend monthly. For lnfonnation, 800-

~~~a----------------DRASTICALLY

REDUCED,

MUST

Halftime - Eastern Kentucky
34, Murray State 22. Three-point goals - Murray State 1·7
(Townsend 1·2, Rainey 0-2,
Mayes 0·2, Page Q-1 ), Eastern
Kentucky 5·11 (Inskeep 1·4,
Bess 0·1 , Sutton 0·1 , Ceci11 ·1,
Fitzgerald 1-2, Carpenter 2·2).
Fouled out - Eastern Kentucky
(Cecil). Rebounds - Murray
State 42 (Rainey 16), Eastern
Kentucky 38 (Sutton, Carpenter
10). Assists - Murray State 7
(Townsend 3), Eastern
Kentucky 7 (Inskeep 3). Total
fouls - Murray State 16,
Eastern Kentucky 18.
Technicals - None.
A - 2,600

Morehead State 86,
Murray State 78
Monday at Morehead
MURRAY STATE (78)

SELL • Several atralghl will, some
peaked rod .. ""' builclngl. One Ia
40lt60. No reasonable oller refused. Cllll
888-208-7914 . Mastercard & VIsa

accepted.

LUMP SUM CASH NOWI • We buy 'fOtJr
Insurance aetllement. annuity, mortaaae
!lOMe. or Jonery WlllrWlgl paymentS b
cash! Quid! closinga. 800-338-6815. ext.

."Now~;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;iaao..

CASH NOWI • We pun:h8le mortgage~,

annuities, and business note&, Slllce
1984 highest pricee paid. Free es11ma188,
pr<li!'Pl professional service . Colonial
Flnanclai8Q0.969.1200, ext. 58.

WOlFF TANNING BEDS ·Tan II home.
Buy direct and saver Commercial or
home unta 11om $199.00. low monthly
payments. Free CXIkx catalog. Clll IOdly
8()().842.131o.
LOG HOMES • Deaign M1Vi081. Free
brochure. Honest Abe Log t-tom., 3855
Clay CCU'Iy ~. Dept. CK, Moaa.

T . , _ 311515. D231..:J885.
WOLFFISUNMASTER

Commerciallhome

systems

Our

suntJeds are fatget, tan beller, oost less.

January 14, 1997

Rebounds - Murray State 31
(Rainey 10), Morehead State
38 (Lloyd 14). Assists- Murray
State 11 (Townsend 7),
Morehead State 22 (Wyciskalla
5). Total fouls- Murray State
17, Morehead State 18.
Technicals- None.
A -1 ,000

Women's
Basketball
Morehead State 78,
Murray State 65
Monday at Morehead
MURRAY STATE (65)
Hunt 5-8 2·3 12, Meadors 3-6
1·2 4, Minor 8-12 3-4 19,
Pierceall 4-11 0·0 10, Johnson
2-4 0·0 4, Coltharp 3-6 0-0 6,
Higgins 2·8 2-2 7, Gray 0-2 0-0

0, Paige 0·4 0·0 0. Totals 27-61
8-11 65.
MOREHEAD STATE (78)
Marcum 2-7 0-0 4, Griffeth 2-6
1·2 6, Kleckbusch 12·21 4·5 29,
Osborn 5-11 2-2 12, Swisher 0·
3 13·16 13, Parker 0-1 0-0 0,
Webster Q-1 1-2 1, Robinson 00 o-o 0, Crosby 5-6 3·4 13.
Totals 26·56 24-31 78.
Halftime - Morehead State 36,
Murray State 27. Three-point
goals- Murray State 3·12
(Minor 0-1, Pierceall 2·7,
Higgins 1·4), Morehead State 2·
12 (Griffeth 1-3, Kleckbusch 13, Osborn 0·4, Swisher 0:1,
Parker 0· 1). Fouled outMurray State (Pierceall).
Rebounds - Murray State 37
(Hunt, Paige 7), Morehead
State 32 (Kieckbusch 8).
Assists - Murray State 19
(Paige 9), Morehead State 22

Classifieds

Amer1can's latgest 11'4epet tdlnt manu·
facllnr. Easy peymenla. FrM deliYely
Free CXIkx ca!A!Iog. 8Q(}!(EEP·A· TAN
20120 WITliOUT GLASSES! • Sale,
rapid, non~. permanent retlonl·

TWO STEEl BUILDINGS • Public Nqul·
dation 40Jc37 5&450 now $3250.•
40xtl0 wu $8690 now S51l80. Mull ..a,
can delillet', blueprinla included. 800-292·
0111..._
. ------STEEl "STRAIGHlWAU.. BUILDINGS •
1998 cancelld Oldera. Wleelllcr Invoice
balance. mtlll ljquidlle for laX 8lC8fi1P'
lion, by 2/1 5197. Save thousand~ I2SX30,
301140, 40xe0. 40~80-co~or choice. Free
shlpp!ngl Call fiOO«l6.8424.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Earn S2500
par1-lirne-S8000 fuR..IJme per monlh prooesaing tnSUfllnC8 cllliml lor hMIIhcare
providers. Software purctlase required
plus computer. Financing available.
hl1pJiwww.aamsl.oom 800-722-sAMS.
CASH FOR HOME OWNERS • Credit
problems l.fldersaood. No applicallortlee
As low as: $10,000 lor S95 a month,
125,000 for $239 a month, $40.000 lor
1382. monlh. Axed 1'81111
800-flll&.8957.

100

Rainey 11·1 9 6·8 30, Turner
0.0 0, Dahl 2·3 0.0 4,
Townsend 7· 12 1·2 15, Mayes
7-15 1-2 18, Dawson 2-9 2-2 7,
Hamilton 2-4 0.0 4, Page 0-1 00 o. Totals 31·63 10-14 78.
MOREHEAD STATE (86)
Coomier4·91 ·2 10, Stone 3·5
1-2 7, Uoyd 7-14 2·4 18, Docks
1·3 5-6 7, Wyciskalla 7· 121·2
18, Beverly o-o 0-0 0, Boone 3·
6 0-Q 9, Prater 5·11 2·2 13,
Harrison 1·4 2·2 4, lndestad 0-0
0-0 0. Totals 31·64 14·20 86.
Halftime - Morehead State 43,
Murray State 37. Three-point
goals - Murray State 6-19
• (Rainey 2-4,Townsend 0-1,
Mayes 3-8, Dawson 1-6),
Morehead State 10-27
(Coomier 1·5, Stone 0·1, Lloyd
2-4, Docks 0-1, Wyciskalla 3-7,
Boone 3-5, Prater 1-3, Harrison
0-1). Fouled out - None.
(H)

The Murray State News

bon 6-8 weelca. Alr1lne pilot developed.

Doc1or appiOI/ed. Free lntorrnallon by
mel: 800-422·7320, axt. 213, 408-981·
5570,
Fax
408-961-55n.
hl1pJ!www.vilionlreedom.oom Satilflc·
lion gu!l!!'!!!!d.
DIA8ETICS! (USING INSULIN) • Did you
know~ or

r.urance covers ll'tOit

suppllea? Saw money - call 80().6332001. Wbetty Medical. s.tlef-=tlon guaranteed. No HMO memberL Mendon
251910.HAAOLD IVES TRUCKING HIR·
lNG DRIVERS • Tramg available. Sludenls welcome. Elcper1enoe pays \4) to
28c per rnle. Excallent benlfits InCluding
~paldtna.Moe:

l'

I p

\\ a

Councl (!!02)638:9900.

DRIVERS, J.B. HUNT'S WILLING TO
PAY· For the bell drivers In the incMIIry

Beginning Feb!Uary 25th, drivelS with 1
year 8lq:l8llenOe will stan eaming .37¢ 10
.40C • rnle. C8l:
800-2J8.HUNT. EOE. Subject to drug

~~
· ------AVON· Money! Money! Money! • Homttbll8ed busiless. Sel best products. Easy
malhoda start you eam1ng qUc:kly. 4-6
houi1/Mekly. Independent Sales Aepr•
sentlltlve. 800-831·17'93.

80().8.42.()853.

II

safety bonus. Homac:ty Truck L..lne 800·
&48-9664. ext. SW-{5
Summer Camp Stall Wanted- Staff needed for 2 Glr1 Seoul Resident Campa. Bear
Creelt Aquabc ~ on KY l.lkeiCaii'C)
Penny~Qy~l Mar Owensl:lofo. KY. Polllions availlbie: Waterfront Stall. Boating
S1all, Unit Stall. EMT/Nurse, Business
Mgr. FOf more lniOtmltion contact Kelley
Mullaney II the KeniUCklana Gir1 SCOut

11

l ('

d

Prestigious coed ateepaway camp In
northeast PA Milks OOIJllllllora and epeCIIIftsts In .. team & lrdvlclual sports.
horaebeck riding, tennla, gymn&llllc:s, theatre. dance. ITUiic:. magic. drcua. w......
front. piol.mg. edence, & ... & crafts.
Gteat salariel and perka. On-campus
lni8Mews on 2110. Cal Island Lake at
~

11000'1 POIIIbla ~.Pari Time. At
Home. T~ FrM 1.8()0.218-9000 Ext. T·
7508 lor Listings.
11000'1 POIIIIII"--nglloolla Part
11me. At Home T~ Free 1-800-2189000 Ext. R-7508 lor Lil!lngs.
Do you beleYe In bllng your own bola?
Have you ever wanted to own your own

V*'f Road. Louisvih, KY ~19 Equal
Opponunity Employer.

DRIVERS. EXP , 010 • Recent IIChool
grads. Budde111 Transpolt Is naw hiring In
your area lor our van. flatbed & dedlclled
lleeiS. cau today: 800-762·1819.
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE TECHNI·
ClAN · EEOIAAP. Chef ArneOca In Mt.
Sterling, KY has immediate opening for
Maintenance Technicians starting at
$13.80 per hour (depeudiug I.4Xl" expen·
ence). Chel America ofle111 an excellent

benefit package, includng health COYef·
age, dental. vlslon ooverage. 401 K and
wage incentive program. Duties will
InclUde. troubleshooting. repair and mod·
lllcabon Of complex proclle1Jon equip-

ment. Mlnlmum or two
years
lndustriaUcommercial relr1geralion experience and/or eqliiVIIIent b'atnlng. Ammonia and boier experience a plus. Send
resume 10: Chef America. Ann: HR Man~~Oak G1011e Onve, Mt. Ster1ing,

OTR DRIVERS NEEDED • $35·$45,000
per year. Inexperienced • A good worll
anc1 driving rec:oro is ~. Get your
COL In 20 days lor $399.00 down 100%

DRIVERS NEEDED • 150 truck drivers
jobs open. No expenenoe needed No
C0S1 COL training if QU81111ed. Earn $500800 or more. Gat home most weekends ..
800-525-3237.

DRIVERS PHOENIX TRANSPOATA·

REPORTER/PHOTOGRAPHER • Entry
level opening for peraon with strong writ·
ing and people elcill&. Degree 11'1 English,
Psychology or Joumallsm helpful. Send
resume to PubliSher, P 0 . Box 830, Lon·
don, KY 40743

~~-

T10N SERVICES • Due to new business,
now t*lng 25 acldlltonal dr1versl Operale
out ol Georgetown, KY. Weekly dedicat·
ed rota~~ averaging 4.000 miles Home
lllrlng the week and every weel<end, split
up to 35¢ per mWe. 1996 conventiOnal
tractors, quarterly luel bonus, yearly safety bonus, two weeks paid vacation. paid
company holidays, health Insurance, llle
lnlluranoe, 401K Aequlrea poalllve ant·
tude. Clean MVR, ability to peas DOT
physical and drug screen. Class A COL
With HazMII required 502-863..()108.

buaineea?lf you~ yM, then you
need to oon1ac1 me to learn llboul a great
bu8lne8l oppoltunlty. So. if you're ambi·
110U1 and tired d ltl8 rat na, cal 7531429 to IHm mora.

DRIVERS • Covenant tralne111 eam over
$70.000. Covenant teams eam over
$100,000 and l'l.WI225,000 mllel a year.
Make money and get the most miles. Call
today. El!P811enced drivers and
ownerfoperator taeme 800-<W 1-4394.

DRIVERS: • Start II 27-32e a m1e. Ralaes 10 36C a mie. Home every 9-12 days
with assigned trac10r. Medical. dental.
retirement. $1.000 lltp and quarterly

MECHANIC · Elcperlenoed on heavy 001'1·
structiOn equipment and trucks. Most
have own tools Apply at 1212 Old Fem

Gradullta IIUdnl (!00=33t!r!2l.

NEWS EDITOR • career move up lor
experlanOed writer who can lead our

news reporting on local government.
oops, courts and more. Excellent pay and
benelits. Send resume to: Publ'tSher, P.O.
Box 830. London. KY 40743.
DRIVERS, OTR ·ROEHL has a lop 10
pay package per The National Survey Of
Driller Wages by SignPost. Great home
lime. 95% no toucn. Talk to our drivelS.
800-467-634§.
DRIVERS - Be a &UC08SS with Arctlc
Exprea, seeking ~lrlgianal dri-

........................
with no I doWn, Cal ~ I!OIJillf27-ocs'l.

EOE. - --

----

HERBALJFE DISTRIBUTOR • can

me

(Griffeth 7). Total foulsMurray State 20, Morehead
State 13.
A -225

Indoor Track
EIU DUAL MEET
Friday at Charleston, Ill.
Men's Results
Eastern Illinois
65
Murray State
59
Southeast Missouri
Murray State
Women's Results
Murray State
Eastern llllnola
Murray State
Southeast Mlaaourl

MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5% clown. rellnanclng, equrty loan. Free sette111 pack·
age, land Of home loans. Green Tree
Financial, 800-895-1900. Nallon'l leadIng mobile home lerlder.

.,

v

l.'

I

75
37

A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE
• Gaalnburg's or1glnal wedding chaDeiS
(IinCe 1980). F'tlolography, mualc, llow·
era. limos. jacuz;zi llile, llreplacea. Weddings lor any budget. Rev. Ed Taylor 80034&-WR

AN AFFORDABLE AND ROMANTIC
WEDDING • In the Smoky Mountains.
package~ 10

~19-3397.

Spring Break Bahamas Party CruiSe! 6
Days $27911ncfodes al meals, Parties &
Taxest Great beaches & Nighlfifal
Leaves !rom Ft Lauderdale! spr1ngbreak·

travet.com 1..8()0.67&-6386

cancun & Jamaica SpMg Break Specials! 7 Nights air & hotel form $429!
Save $150 on food, drris & lree pettiest
11 1% loWest price guarantee! spnng·
breaktravel com 1-600-678-6386
Flonda S~reak! Panama City!
Room with
neat bars $119t Day·
tona· best location $139! Florida's , _
hotiPOI· Cocoa Beach H1lton $1691
sprjtgbtel!ktravet.oom 1-600-678~
A WONDERFUL FAMILY EXPERIENCE
• Sc::andnavian. European, South Amerl·
can, Asian, RUS8111l Exdlenge s1udenls
attending high school. Become a ho6l
famlly/AlSE.
C8l1 BOO-SIBLING.
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT OLD·
FASHIONED WEDDING • Smoky Moun·
tainS near Gatlinburg, over1ooking river,
horse-drawn carriage, cablna, jacUzzi,
ordamed mln1Ste111. No t861S or warting
Heerlland 8()().448..8697 (VOWS).
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN ·Be married
in our magnificent 11'10Ut1taintop chapel
SUIIOUndecl by trees & awesome views o1
the Smokiesl Pigeon FOfge! For reservations
8~72~ .
ttap:/lwww rnvd!p!loom
..otT ~ - Srnolly MtuflriiiN.
Areas moet beaiJIIIul ~ .tegant
wt111e or cedar rnot.1111Yll0p chlpel. gar·
den gazebo, ChnsHan services. limo,

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL: WEDOING • In

LJIIIe
Log Chapel. ChaiTTWlg. rorrentlc. Bor·
ders national par1c. A dream wedding to lit
the Smoky MotnUla. Gallnburg's

ywr budget· 800-554-1451 . SCP
ADORABLE AND AFFORDABLE WEDDINGS! • In the Smoky Mountain Log
Chapel. AI aervioea proyided. lnck.dng
lormal wear. honeymoon rentals.
Otdalned minllters. Dollywoocl country.
Belore d!!cidng 800-26£5683·
SMOKY MOUNTAINS • Ufellme ol memones. El!perienoe the beauty and
romance of a mounta1n wedding . In
Gatllnbutg Ordained mini8tera. no blood
test or walmg Honeymoon lodging,
800-256-8797.
WEDDING BEllS IN THE SMOI<IES ·A
unique wedding chapel olllrlng .vety·
lting lor ..... Speaat oller. OIII'MIOny,
plcturet, vldeo,lloMrsi·$110- GIYa 1181
call. 800-922·2052.

Washers still

75¢
6 a.m. - 11 p.m.

10 cy. discount
with MSU I.D.
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MSU Students get Ten Word:s for
only $1!

c:hooM

from. Beautiful honeymoon suites In
Gatlinburg. No waiting, Otdalned minister.

Want to advertise? Don't know where to turn? Call 762 - 4478 and meet your sales r epresentative from The Murray State New

Comer of 4th & Maple - Court Square
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

67.5

58.5

cabins. allordable. No testa.
800-893-7274.

S4Mwal wedding

r

67

53

Murray State
Austin PNy

lor prodUcll at 15% di8alunt AI natural
producla. Dr. Reoommended and 100%
guaranteed. (DiarlbiAorl aleo needed.)
Ask about free ptOClJds.
800.{584..()717.

T

68.5
62.5

Laundry Service & Alterations
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ELEVATORS
Continued from Page 1

or residential college room
1without the use of the elevators.
"It's such a hassle when one
is broken down," said Kristi
Hoffman, a junior electrical
~ngineering major from Dexter,
Mo. ·
Chad Burnett, a junior math
major from Metropolis, Illinois,
and Hart College resident
•
seems to agree.
J "Last year they were down 90
e,ercent of the time," he said.
. In Hart, they're basically
,junk."
I Still, not everyone is critical
of the elevators.
"They're OK," according to

1
i

Regents resident Mary Bryant,
a senior elementary education
major from Carmi, lli. "The two
elevators here in Regents break
down a lot, but other than that,
they are pretty reliable."
Yeatts, however, makes no

excuses for the poor condition
of t he elevators.
"We realize they are in need
of repair and r eplacement,
bas_ically," h e said. "It's no
secret that th ey've done more
than they were designed to do.
rd like to see people be patient
and realize that replacing elevators are expensive."
Yeatts said plans are underway to remedy the problem.
"We're working hard to properly plan for effective solutions," he said, "We have some
(elevators) that are basically
beyond repair. In some, when a
part breaks down, we have to
make our own because we can't
buy parts for them anymore."
The Housing Department
plans to take action as well.
Repairs are in the housing bud-

plans for that."
The study is also determining
if this could help out public
school teachers.
Some faculty members are
upset about the new retirement
plan because they feel that they
don't have a choice. Some are
calling it unfair to members
who have been working at the
University for several years.
"It is discrimination," said
Mark Wattier, associate professor of political science and
criminal and legal studies.
Wattier said the ORP is separating the faculty and if something is not done by Faculty
Senate or the
General

Assembly, a lawsuit will be
filed.
Maxwell said that with the
same amount of money in both
retirement plans the ORP can
earn three or four times more
money than the KTRS.
Maxwell said that the study
is looking at the statistical part
of the plans and seeing how
they compare.
The 14th Amendment of the
United States Constitution provides equal protection under
the law to everyone. Some feel
the new plan does not allow the
right for all faculty members to
choose what retirement plan
they want.

"In some (elevators}, when a
part breaks
down, we have
to make our own
because we can't
buy parts for
them anymore. "
-DEWEY YEATIS, DIRECTOR

m· FACILmES

MANAGEME(I(f
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get and two elevators will be
replaced each year. This should
come as comforting news for
those who use the nine elevators in the residential colleges
which still need replacing. One
more is scheduled to be
replaced this school year.
The elevator problems are
not exclusive to the residential
colleges. In other buildings on
campus, students face s low,
crowded elevators. Strides
have already been taken to
repair or replace some of these.
Both elevators in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building are
scheduled to be replaced.
"We're budgeting to replace
other elevators across campus,"
Yeatts said. "'We've budgeted
$300,000 for elevator repairs
over the next three years."

~~ us Depai1menlo1Tr~

TAKE THE KEYS.
CAU ACAB.
TAKE ASTAND.

fRifNOS OON'J lfr ~RifNOS ORIVf DRUNK

~

RETIREMENT
Continued from Page l

Maxwell to undertake the
l!tudy.
Rudolph said the study is
qooking into any possible differences that could occur in
benefit payments upon retiretnent.

j

"If it comes out where there is
a lot of inequality, you could do
one of two things: get the
General Assembly to opt out or
pass a law to make it more
equitable," he said. ''Then there
is always the option of a law.uit, but right now there are no

f

The Murray

State News
delivers...
EVERY FRIDAY!
Order of Omega
National Greek Honorary Leadership Society
Murray State University Omega Rho Chapter
Spring 1997
Applications are now available for students
seeking me~der of Omega.

Qualifi~ for member:!ihip a

ollowing:
l Wlior, Senior or Graduate stalPs
2. Qamblative grade point aver• of2.75
3. Leadexhibited in individual G~ organization
as well as campus-wide actifltl&

Appllpdions are available Friday, Jan. 24,
in Ctlieer Services Office in Ohlway Hall,
and the Student Government Office · the Curris Center.
All ap&)l!cations Dmst be returnid by Wednesday, Feb. 5,
ia the Career Se.Jvices O"f'ce
. 111-. .on~WiJy Ball

A l9uesdOat regardin~.:Orcler of Omega,
please feel free to contact
Shawn Smee at 762-6951

The Murray State News
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Pak • 511&11 •

HOLLY-TYSON

Diet & Reg. SPRITE or
Regular, Diet or Caffeine Free

FRYER
BREASTS
pound

WITH 51
ADDI:riONAL
PURCHASE
LIMIT FOUR
12 PACKS,
PLEASE!

IMIT 2 PKGS., PLEASE)

THOMPSON White

SEEDLESS
GRAPES
MARINATED

HEINZ -

K~TCHUP
Easy Squeeze

pound

BEEF FILLETS
LEDBETTER Suprema
Qarllo Butter ·or· Original
2 FILL~T· rt•lt Jti(G.
10 oz.

.

~

KROGER '
~rm:~==~ NICE

Regular or Hot

49¢

150z.
can

2

TOMBSTONE
PIZZA
Frozen Original,
Thin Cruat or Light

2

21b.
pkgs.

$5

KROGER
FIRE LOGS

12"

Fireside Supreme

18.25to$5

24.3 oz.
pkgs.

'n CHEESY

Regular or Light

~0>11

501.0 ro OIAU•s

C0"111G/1T lit I tHl <IIOGia CO

31b.
log

